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From the Edifor's Desk . . .

were as follows: Daniel W. Barthell, Dora Biblarz, Linda G. Bills,

For those readers who have expressed a preference for articles with a

practical slant, four empirical stndies have been included in this issue.

These four papers should invite technical services administrators or spe-

cialists in aiq.tisitions, automation, or preservation to benefrt from the

experiences of their colleagues in the freld.
R.esearch has not been neglected, however. An interesting and infor-

mative report brings ZR ZS readers the results of a strldyof public library
participation in bi6liographic networks. - Elizabah L. Tate
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New Turns for q New Cenlury:
Librory Services in the Informotion Ero

Koren [. Horny

T
I He runN oF A cENTURv has always promised something exciting for

civilization. When RTSD celebrates its fiftieth birthday, the twenty-first
century will already be six years old, and today's futurists will be either
admiring or lamenting the accuracy of their predictions. When I was
asked to take part in this program, I realized the fun would be a bit dan-
gerous, since I am quite aware how difficult it is to forecast the nature of
change correctly, especially in an era of accelerating technology. I
thought, as I organized my remarks by inputting them at a computer
terminal, that I now take for granted many kinds of support for my work
that I could not have anticipated as a newly minted librarian twenty
years ago.

Through the past two decades, I have been fortunate to be closely in-
volved with the evolution of several significant technological develop-
ments of the period. The NOTlS-integrated computer system with
which I have worked virtually since its inception provides a touchstone
for my notions of the impact of technology on the major operations and
services of libraries for today and tomorrow. Reflecting on difficulties of
prediction, I remember vividly that when we implemented the technical
services applications of NOTIS in 1971, my colleagues and I considered
the online public access catalog as only a dream for some indefinite time
far in the future. Frankly, we would have been very skeptical if anyone
had said we would close the card catalog in less than ten years-and yet
we did.

The acceleration of the aaailability of new technological applications is
a factor we have come to accept, and it makes prediction especially com-
plex and unreliable. Along with the greatly increased pace of change we
also have to deal with the less tangible factor of our altering methods of

"New Turns for a New Century" topped the list of papers that the Listeners'Jury rec-
ommended for publication in the "Best of the 1986 Conference" issue. Karen L.
Horny, Assistant lJniversity Librarian for Technical Services, Northwestern University
Library, presented the paper on June 29 , 1986, at the RTSD program ' 'Here Today,
(W)here Tomorrow? Future Challenges for Resources and Technical Services in the In-
formation Age. "
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tained in electronic databases with on-demand printing of hard copy,

more extensive texts may continue to appear in bound editions, at least

when a significant amount of reader interest is anticip_ated.- More eso-

teric texts are less likely to be issued in conventional book format if

machine-readable copy can be maintained more economically than vol-

umes could be printed and bound.

BIBLIOGRAPHIC ACCESSIBILITY IN
TOMORROW'S LIBRARIES
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records. Methods will be developed to link special schemes, such as
MeSh, with LCSH by sophisticated mapping of the relationships among
these subject heading lists. Online catalog approaches via classification
number, either directly or through a linked subject term, will become
increasingly common, bringing the U.S. approach to subject informa-
tion closer to that often used in Europe. Keyword and Boolean search
strategies, although extremely useful, will not be a panacea, since the
number of matches found in the huge, linked bibliographic databases of
the future will deter reliance on these comparatively unstructured and
imprecise retrieval methods. Controlled vocabulary searching will be vi-
tally important to successful identifrcation of relevant resources in man-
ageable quantities.

Cataloging will still be an intellectual process, but it may not take
place entirely within libraries. Publishers of electronic manuscripts may
have their own staffs provide standardized bibliographic records with a
variety of subject access points. Computer-programmed "expert sys-
tems" may also assist in cataloging standardization.

COr,r,nctroNs oF THE FUTURE

Because not only catalog records and abstracts but also full texts will
frequently be available electronically, many resources will be accessed but
not owned by libraries.

Except for a limited number of general circulation titles and perhaps
those most heavily used in major disciplines, the journal as we know it
will cease to exist and be replaced by electronic article access. There
may, however, be some organized means of approach, such as the pub-
lishing agency's identification, that will serve a similar function to the
present journal title, and what may be termed access subscriptions could
still be a major component in library budgets.

Given increasing reliance on documents in machine-readable form,
indexing and abstracting services are likely to assume ever greater im-
portance. Online access to such services is certain to be made available
directly to users of a particular library's computer-based catalog, with
some kind of standardized user-friendlv interface.

Effrcient methods of resource sharing will remain vital for older,
printed materials, but are likely to be quite problematic where electronic
media are concerned. How do you lend a database? What costs and
rights are involved in sharing library investments in these resources?
IJniversity computing centers are already wrestling with the issues of
sharing, charging, use, and access to machine-readable files and most
would probably admit that, although they have had to make decisions,
they have not solved all the problems.

Working from the assumptions just identified, we can make some pro-
jections about library operations in the year 2006.

Collection development specialists will be assessing the options for
purchase of, or nonownership access to, various resources. They will
probably be assisted by individually tailored ' ' SDI ' ' programs as well as
online text reviewing services. A bibliographer will be able to sit at a ter-
minal and consult expert opinions on new information resources. Since
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many resources will be maintained by centralized database services, it
will be necessary for libraries to set aside portions of their budgets for
payment for direct user access needs. We will be faced with a situation in
which, instead of paying for a reusable item to be added to our collec-
tions where numerous readers can borrow it, we will frequently be pro-
viding on-demand hard copy from an electronic database to fulfill a us-
er's individual one-time requirement. When another user comes along
with a similar need, we will pay again for another access and an addi-
tional print, or perhaps a download of machine-readable information
onto the user's own floppy disk. Copying services in libraries will take on
entirely new forms, and reproduction of library materials will be com-
pletely altered in the context of new usage methods for new media.
Copyright issues will be transformed as well.

It is likely that present-day subject bibliographer positions will de-
velop a significant component of direct public service, especially as the
proliferation of databases makes knowledge of available resources ever
more crucial to effective and economical use of research materials. It may
be that the scenario envisioned bv F. W. Lancaster. in which manv li-
brarians become deinstitutionaliied,in terms of their relationship tothe
resources providing the basis for their information services, wil prove
true for a substantial number of our profession.' The physical location of
collections will become more and more immaterial. Working with
scholars or business people to facilitate customized packaging of infor-
mation resources available via their own workstations could become a
significant element of library services.

For items that are to be added to a library's collections, hard-copy or-
ders will be a thing of the past. Online or batch transmission of order
requests to publishers or vendors will likely be the norm. Transfer of ap-
propriate funds for payment will undoubtedly take place electronically
as well. Hard-copy materials may be produced with bar-code versions of
their Standard Book Numbers that will allow a laser scanner to match
the newly received item with its bibliographic and order records in an
integrated library computer system. Experiments are already taking
place to develop efficient serials issue check-in using publisher-supplied
bar coding and a laser scanner.

For nontraditional media, librarians will face other kinds of physical
control problems. Will libraries mount machine-readable databases on
in-house computer equipment, or will facilities be shared with a comput-
ing center that serves the academic, industrial, or municipal commu-
nity? Some libraries, such as that at Columbia lJniversity, are already
administered jointly with the local computer facility, and others are in
the midst of forging new cooperative relationships. Will librarians be re-
sponsible for the staff that must actually operate the high-tech hardware
and develop the sophisticated software that supports their services?
What sort of bibliographic control will be expected for machine-readable
data files that are modified and receive additions? Providing cataloging
descriptions for "moving targets" will soon become a familiar problem.
Perhaps the librarian of the future will design computer programs for the
customized packaging of information for library users. Very likely a
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smorgasbord of simple-to-use, easily modifiable, information manage-
ment programs will be widely available.

THE ROLE OF THE LIBRARIAN
IN INFORMATION MENACNUNNT

ently as resource materials and access options continue to proliferate?
Aspects of this question were discussed by Emily Fayen in American Li'
briries last April] and the topic is sure to be broadly debated in the next
few decades, with arguments becoming more heated as speculation and
reality begin to merge.

Questions of the value of the presentation in relationship to the con-
tent of texts will pose puzzling problems far beyond library circles.
While it is evideni for works olliterature that style and sometimes the
exact arrangement of the physical text are integral to the achievement,
how much dbes the manner of theorizing affect meaning for other disci-
plines? Most nonfiction is not just a collection of facts. Perhaps style is
frequently as significant as content.

As bibliographic and textual databases become ever more extensive,
the librarian as some form of intermediary will become more and more

tion.
The organization ofaccess to textual resources has long been a corner-

stone of li-brarianship. There will certainly continue to be a need for hu-
man decisions to crelte and maintain effective approaches to the already

nical and public services. There will be excellent opportunities to de-
velop truly friendly user access to online catalogs, replacing the some-
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set hard copy and cooperate in the assignment of Standard Book Num-
bers and in the furnishing of CIP data will work toward standards for
accessible conformity in the presentation of newer media. After all, it is
to their commercial benefit to have their publications identified for use.
For hard-copy materials, perhaps the bar code used in acquisitions will
also serve as a link to cataloging copy.

Standardization is undoubtedly the key to maintaining control and
accessibility for the wide variety of materials generated as information
sources keep proliferating. And, as diffrcult as it is to establish appropri-
ate standards in a timely fashion and to maintain them as formats and
technologies evolve, it will be especially important for librarians to use
their abilities to develop the best possible standards for organizing these
knowledge resources. It will also be vital to provide library school train-
ing that conveys an adequate understanding of both the basic principles
of information access and the constantly expanding technologicul op-
tions that can be applied to the field. One problem faced by both mas-
ter's degree programs and continuing education institutes is the wide
range of slightly variant, constantly evolving applications of new tech-
nology that serve similar, and in some cases overlapping, purposes.
Learning one application does not necessarily provide a suitable intro-
duction to an alternate variety of equipment with its own specific pro-
gramming.

As we wrestle with our wonderful new technological devices, a bit like

Jacob and the proverbial angel, the future will often be less than clear.
Some promising innovations will doubtless prove to be dead-end direc-
tions, and actual usages will depend upon human judgments and some-
times on seemingly irrelevant factors having to do with human comfort
and preference. While it is a valuable caution to remember that, con-
trary to widespread expectation, microfilm did not revolutionize librari-
anship, it now seems safe to admit that computerization isthe determining
technologlt of our era. This certainty makes it imperative that we under-
stand the essential nature of computers. We must remember that com-
puters are literal, not literate, in their operation. We must not let technol-
ogy become a limitation to our perspectives. The human factor will
remain the most important element in the information services of the
future, regardless of the form they may eventually take. As the new cen-
tury arrives, it will also bring a new millenium. Whether it becomes a
truly golden age of knowledge will be up to us.

Rrrrnnxcns

1. F. Wilfrid Lancaster, Libraries and Librarians in an Age of Electronics (Arlington, Va.:
Information Resources Press, 1982).

2. Emily Gallup Fayen, "Beyond Technology: Rethinking, 'Librarian'," Ameriean
Libraries 17:240-42 (Apr. 1986).
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Text ond Technology: Reoding ond
Writing in the Electronic Age

Joy Dovid Bolter

T
lN Prero's DIALocuE rlr^n Putnonus, Socrates and his young interlocu-
tor examine the nature of rhetoric and public speaking; at the end of
their discussion, Socrates tells Phaedrus the fable of the Egyptian god
Theuth, a great benefactor of mankind. Theuth was an avid inventor,
who gave us arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, draughts and dice, and
the alphabet. The king of Egypt at this mythical time was another god
named Thamus, and so Theuth took his inventions to the king and ex-
plained the purpose and value of each. Of the alphabet, Theuth said,
"this invention . . will make the Egyptians wiser and will improve
their memories, for it is an elixir of memory and wisdom that I have dis-
covered. "' But the king replied that writing would have just the opposite
effect upon mankind. "This invention," said Thamus, "will produce
forgetfulness in the minds of those who learn to use it, because they will
not practice their memory. Their trust in writing, produced by external
characters which are no part of themselves, will discourage the use of
their own memorv within them. You have invented not an elixir of
memory, but of reminding; and you offer your pupils the appearance of
wisdom, not true wisdom. "'

Socrates goes on to argue that written words on a page are dead
things. They cannot, as he puts it, answer questions we pose of them;
they cannot explain themselves or adjust themselves to various readers.
On the other hand, the process of adjustment and explanation is possible

Virginia.
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In thinking about the history of writing and the role that the com-
puter may now play in that history, I frnd myself returning often to this
passage and asking whether the allegory applies to us today. Are we in
fact trusting an invention, the computer, to make us wise? Are we sup-
planting our own memories or our minds with the "external characters"
of data processing? Are we in danger of confusing electronic information
and human knowledge? I am also reminded that there is a tremendous
irony in Plato's claimling that philosophy cannot be written down. Plato
himself was one of the most influential authors of the ancient world, yet
he denied that writing was a key to wisdom. What I find prophetic about
Plato's myth is not its conclusion, but the fact that it vividly demon-
strates thi tensions inherent in all our technologies of literary: the di-
chotomy between spoken and written language, between writing and
memory, between technology and the human mind itself. Plato himself
lived in a period of transition in the history of literacy. Alphabetic writ-
ing was not new, but literacy had taken centuries to work its way into the
fabric of Greek culture. By Plato's time, children were going to school
principally to learn to read and write, and the law courts were beginning
to rely on written documents rather than hearsay. Plato may have felt
that a whole way of life was finally passing-a way of life based upon the
spoken rather than the written word.

Today we live in an age of much more rapid change. The computer
itself is hardly forty years old, interactive computing is only about
twenty, and word processing is much younger than that. If the computer
was conceived and frrst built as a specialized tool for scientists and engi-
neers, it has quickly moved into other realms. Our society seems already
to have decided that the computer is as useful for processing texts as for
doing mathematics. We now find ourselves in the uneasy process of try-
ing to assimilate the computer into our literate culture-to frnd a place
for this new technology of writing among such contemporary technolo-
gies as printing, handwriting, and typewriting.

Because of its growing influence as a technology of writing, the com-
puter suggests that we need to reassess the meaning of literacy: to ask
again what writing is and what it may be good for. Indeed, this reassess-
ment is already being carried out by cognitive psychologists and social
scientists, and even by some humanists. The outcome is not yet clear.
Will the introduction of the computer be as important as the invention of
the printing press and define a new era in the history of literacy? Or will
it rather be like the typewriter, an important but not epoch-making in-
vention?

My own conviction is that the computer does mark a new era. But in
any case, the question of the impact of the computer on reading and writ-
ing must now be addressed. And no one is in a better position to address
that question than the members of this audience and organization. Li-
brarians were among the frrst to exploit the power of the computer to
organize and manipulate texts. In the coming decades librarians will
have the task of remaking the library, of rethinking its organization and
its service in the light of electronic technology. By the year 2006, when
the Resources and Technical Services Division celebrates its fiftieth an-
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niversary, our libraries will be profoundly changed. The outward ap-
pearance of the library, its often venerable architecture, will remain, but
the library as an intellectual structure, as a collection of materials, as an
expression of the current technology of literacy, will come to reflect the
qualities of the electronic medium.

I. WRITING As TEcHNoLoGY

The art of writing has always been a technology, a means of extending
human control over the world of nature. Writing is a technology for col-
lective memory, for preserving human experience from one day to the
next, or for passing that experience on from one generation to the next.
The art of writing may be not as immediately practical as techniques of
agriculture or textile manufacture, but it does enhance the human ca-
pacity for social organization-by providing a culture with fixed laws,
with a history, with a literary heritage, and eventually with a technical
literature. Writing is and has always been a sophisticated technology:
skill is required to learn to read and write; penetrating intelligence is
needed to invent or improve some aspect of the technology of literacy.
The materials and techniques of writing have undergone many such
changes. The ancient Greeks, for example, followed the Egyptians in
writing on rolls of papyrus. For most needs, these rolls were a vast im-
provement over the clay tablets or stone often used earlier. The codex or
paged book, which came into use in later Roman times, provided easier
access to text and had a greater capacity. The Middle Ages perfected
both the beauty and the utility of the handwritten codex, and the late
medieval manuscript was often a work of great technical sophistication.
The printing press of course was a technological breakthrough that revo-
lutionized both the way text was produced and the way it was presented
to the reader. Thus, in the history of the Western cultures, the computer
is the fourth in a series of major technologies of writing.

Each of these technologies is unique: each defines the task of reading
and writing in its own technological terms. The use of papyrus rolls, co-
dices, and printed books helped to determine styles of writing and even
genres of literature: each in subtle ways influenced the thinking of its
users. For example, Elizabeth Eisenstein in her authoritativebook The
Printing Press as anAgent of Changehas shown how printing made possible a
new kind of scientific writing with an emphasis on exact and reproduc-
ible figures, diagrams, and equations. She has also shown how Renais-
sance scholars developed a new attitude toward classical literary.texts
and eventually even the Bible as they prepared editions for print.'The
computer is our newest means of recording, preserving, and presenting
words and images, and as a new kind of book, it promises to influence
our thinking and our expression in a similar fashion.

The electronic medium has certain defining characteristics that it
brings to the art of writing. These characteristics are familiar to anyone
who uses a word processor or bibliographic database: the computer
makes reading and writing flexible, dynamic, and interactive to a degree
never before possible." Words in the computer are ultimately embodied
in the collective behavior of billions of electrons. which fly around in the
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machine at speeds we can scarcely imagine. Change is the rule in the
computer, stability the exception. Word processors are useful precisely
because they allow us to change our image of the text with such ease,
because we can copy, recopy, compare, and discard text with the touch
of a few buttons. If anything, text is too unstable in the computer. We
have all had the experience of losing hours of work by issuing, in all inno-
cence, the wrong command at our keyboards-the thrill of victory and
the agony of delete.

Word processing is probably the most important current use of the
electronic medium: academics, secretaries, businessmen, journalists,
and publishers of printed books all find the word processor of great
value. And yet, word processing uses the computer merely as an aid for
making perfect printed or typed results. The goal is still ink on paper,
and the computer is treated as a means to that goal. Programmers and
users are only beginning to realize that the computer may serve as a me-
dium in its own right, not simply as temporary substitute for or simula-
tion of a printed document. Indeed, as a medium in its own right, the
computer can provide a new paradigrn for reading and writing. A writer
in the electronic medium can create a fluid text that can respond to the
reader's changing needs or requests. The reader ofa true electronic text
makes his way through a set of possibilities: what he sees on the screen is
the product of an interaction between himself and the structure that the
author has created. This is the vision of the electronic medium that I
wish to explore in the following pages.

II. Trrr SrnucrunE oF ELEcTRoNIc TEXT
In the age of print both the individual book and the library (which is a

great collective book) have developed hxed structures or principles ofor-
ganization suited to the medium of ink on paper. Today, the challenge
for writers and for librarians is to adapt those structures to the flexible
medium of the videoscreen. The challenge is similar in dealing both with
individual books and with the library as a whole, for in the electronic
medium the distinction between individual volumes and larger collec-
tions tends to disappear. Books in the computer do not have bindings,
any more than electronic libraries have shelves; an electronic library can
and indeed must be organized in a way that a printed library is not. With
the proper software and hardware, the electronic reader moves almost as
easily across thousands of different books or articles as he moves from
one page to the next.

Structures for electronic books and libraries can be both deeper and
broader than for their printed counterparts. A printed book may only be
divided into chapters or headings within chapters, but in the electronic
medium the visible and useful structure may extend to the level of the
paragraph, the sentence, or even the individual word. The computer
can permit the reader to examine and manipulate his text at any of these
levels: using database programs that already exist, the reader can search
for a single word and display that word in the context of a sentence or a
paragraph. He can pull sentences or paragraphs out of a source and in-
sert them in his own text. In the computer, text is a continuous hierarchy
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from words to volumes, and any level of that hierarchy can be made
available to the reader.

More important, these hierarchies are not rigid: they can be changed
to meet the changing needs of the reader. A text in the computer is not a
frozen sequence of sentences or paragraphs. Instead the computer can
treat each sentence or paragraph as a separate unit and present these
units to the reader in a varietv of orders. This is exactlv how a textual
database, such as the New Yoik Times Information Service, functions.
This database consists of all the articles that have appeared inthe Times
for the last several years; a reader poses a question by searching for key-
words, and the computer displays only those articles that satisfy the key-
word search. In fact, searching through such a database is a new form of
reading, unlike anything possible with a printed book. By making a
guey, the reader is defining a set of articles he wants to examine. These
articles constitute the text needed for the moment: the text is determined
by the interaction between the reader and the database. It is this interac-
tion that gives electronic text its uniquely fluid quality and serves to turn
passive readers into active authors who take part in the ordering and pre-
sentation of what thev read.

Consider how such interactive reading might be used in a library of
the future. Imagine an electronic database of encyclopedic scope and de-
tail, at least the size of the current Encyclopaedia Britannica, a database
containing all kinds of information, including history, biography, sci-
ence, and the arts. A printed encyclopedia can present all these materials
in articles with one fixed order, normally alphabetic. But an electronic
version is not limited to one order: it can present alternative outlines-
different orders in which to read parts of each article. If the reader is
interested in Austria in the eighteenth century, the computer could as-
semble a long essay out of units on history, art, literature, and biogra-
phies of important Austrians. Parts of these same articles might also fig-
ure in an essay on the Enlightenment, on the history of warfare, or on
women in politics. Moreover, there is no reason to limit the reader to
those structures that the editors have programmed in. We may allow the
reader to make his own connections for his own purposes, for he may be
interested in relating ideas in ways the original editors did not antici-
pate. If the reader is himself writing an essay, he may include his
thoughts in separate note files and link these files into the encyclopedia.
In other words, he may personalize his copy of the encyclopedia so that
the structure of ideas and even the prose reflect his own interpretation of
the events. It is thus a short step from electronic reading to electronic
writing-from determining the order of texts to altering their structure
and content.

Encyclopedias have always required special care in organization, and
the organization of an encyclopedia has always been a reflection of con-
temporary technology of writing. This was so for the Roman encyclope-
dist Pliny the Elder, for the Medieval encyclopedists, and for the philo-
sophes and their followers who produced the great printed encyclopedias
of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. Pliny, for exam-
ple, had to put his large encyclopedia on two or three dozen rolls of
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papyrus-rolls without page numbers, headings, or punctuation. Un-
der those conditions, the readerwould have diffrculty finding a subject
within a particular roll, and so Pliny used a number of mnemonic de-
vices to help organize his materials. What a contrast to a modern printed
edition of the Britannica. with its tables of contents. indexes. headnotes.
side notes, and varioui type styles-all designed io help siructu.e the
knowledge it presents to the reader. From one end to the other, the his-
tory of the encyclopedia is the history of changing attitudes toward and
strategies for structuring and presenting knowledge.

So today textual databases and the current work on the so-called dy-
namic books and electronic encyclopedias embody- a new attitude to-
wards the structure and presentation of knowledge." The attitude is ec-
lectic: all kinds of information are being put into data banks-certainly
anything with economic value, but all sorts of bibliographic and schol-
arly information as well. The computer can hold so much information
that there is little need to be selective. Moreover, the attitude is oppor-
tunistic, almost irreverent, because of the temporary character of elec-
tronic structures of information. The computer can search through vast
amounts of text and establish connections with relative ease, and these
connections can later be deleted and replaced with equal ease. This was
not the case for an encyclopedia in manuscript or in print: writing and
printing encouraged more or less permanent hierarchies of knowledge.
But in our electronic world today, we cannot hope for permanence and
for general agreement on the order of things-in encyclopedias any
more than in politics, entertainment, or the marketplace. What we have
instead is a view of knowledge as collections of ideas (both verbal and
visual) that can arrange themselves into a kaleidoscope of hierarchical
and associative patterns-each pattern meeting the needs of the mo-
ment.

III. CoMPUTER Sy}TsoLs

So far I have been discussing new methods for structuring conven-
tional text. A database or electronic encyclopedia still offers its reader
the familiar symbols of the alphabet (together with diagrams and pic-
tures). It may be, however, that the electronic medium is not limited to
presenting old symbols in new ways. This new medium may in a subtle
fashion alter the very nature of the written symbol.

For the last twenty-seven hundred years in the cultures of the West,
words have been written out in alphabetic symbols. In about the eighth
century n.c., the Greeks borrowed and improved the Semitic writing
system of the Phoenicians. Their creation is the ancestor of the alphabets
used throughout the Western world today. We have lived withthis al-
phabet for so long that older forms of writing seem alien indeed-such
forms as syllabic writing, in which each symbol stands for a pronounced
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symbols are static images of living reality o1'spoken language, and they
need to be revived by a human reader, translated back into speech. In-
deed, there is evidence that even silent readers vocalize their texts men-
tally if not physically: the shadow of the spoken word remains.'

However, the earliest form of writing, called picture writing, was not
tied to language in this fashion. In picture writing stylized images repre-
sented ideas directlyi a canoe represented a journey by water; a tepee, a
village; an arrow, a battle. Picture writing-common among American
Indians, for example-was a more direct, freer, and less exact form of
communication. The message was itself fluid: that is, two readers could
decipher the same message into different words. Indeed, speakers of dif-
ferent languages might share the same dialect of picture writing. The
picture did not "mean" any particular set of words; rather, it was the
visual structure of the picture, the spatial relationships among the im-
ages, that held the meaning. Perhaps picture writing seemed closer to
the reader precisely because it did not depend upon the intermediary of
spoken language. It offered instead a direct, visual reminder of places
and events.

In some ways today's electronic writing is already like the ancient art
of picture writing. Think of those little stylized images called icons that
are now very popular on microcomputers. The Apple Macintosh, for
example, is proud of its desktop metaphor, in which icons on the screen
represent familiar objects you would find on or near your desk-file fold-
ers, sheets of paper, a wastebasket. Some frnd this graphic re-creation of
the office intolerably cute; it is, hdwever, a striking return to that form of
writing that conveys ideas without the appeal to language. Now, the
electronic medium is not going to eliminate the alphabet; indeed, the
computer intensifies the analytic quality of alphabetic writing. If the al-
phabet breaks language into abstract phonetic units, the computer is
even more abstract, for it breaks alphabetic and all other symbols into
strings of simple binary units, the infamous 1 s and 0s that every user has
heard about and (I suspect) very few casual users have ever seen. At any
rate, users will continue to see words on their video screens spelled in the
traditional alphabetic way (with spelling checkers to help us). They will
also see diagrams, pictures, mathematical equations. Computerized
text is becoming more eclectic: it is cornbining visual symbols and im-
ages in more complex ways. Iconographic writing will be a part of this
eclectic system.

Of course, if icons on the computer screen are instances of picture
writing, then so are many restroom signs, road signs, and the whole host
of icons set up in international airports to direct travelers who have no
common language. Still, there is this important difference between rest-
room signs and computer icons: the computer's icons are active sym-
bols. They move around the screen and change shape or size to sriit the
user's needs. Moreover, within a computer system, they may represent
functions or programs the user can invoke. It is characteristic of all the
computer's varied sets of symbols-letters of the alphabet, numbers, the
symbols of a programming language such as BASIC, as well as icons-
that they are active in a way unlike any previous technology of writing.
These symbols can reach out into the world: text may be piped out into a
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printer or speech synthesizer; program statements may direct electric
signals to control a videodisc player, or an assembly line, or indeed, a
spacecraft. Symbols in a book or a written manuscript have never had
this direct effect upon the world. Rousse,au's writing may have fostered
the spirit of revolution in France , but Emile or the Social Contracl could
never pull the lever on the guillotine. Human hands were fequired for
that work. However, even when the computer is not connected to the
outside world through a printer or a roboi arm, electronic symbols are
busy interacting with each other. Indeed, all the computer does (even
when it appears quietly to be awaiting our commands) is to manipulate
symbols: it adds numeric symbols, compares verbal symbols, creates
and rearranges symbolic structures.

Remember Plato's myth in the Phaedrus. The philosopher's critique of
writing goes further than a dissatisfaction with a form of the book: he
objects to the very idea of the written symbol, because written words are
always the same for every reader. "You might think," says Socrates,
"that [written words] spoke as if they had intelligence, but if you ques-
tion them, wishing to know about their sayings, they always say only one
and the same thing. "" The words cannot adjust themselves to the occa-
sion or to the sophistication or simplicity of a particular reader; they can-
not answer the reader's questions. Plato objects to the idea of freezing
language in visual symbols. It would be fascinating, then, to know what
Plato would make of electronic writing systems, for the computer seems
to meet his objeetion. Symbols in the computer, moving under pro-
grammed control, do respond to different readers in different ways.

IV. WnrrrNG SPACE

Let me summarize the argument: electronic technology will foster
change in both the structure and the symbolic character of writing. The
computer provides a flexible and impermanent medium. It replaces the
static recording of text on the printed page with the dynamic presenta-
tion of units of texts under the reader's control; it replaces the single,
linear structure of ideas in a printed book with multiple and temporary
structures on the videoscreen. Moreover, the symbols of this new me-
dium are as flpxible and dynamic as the structure: they may include
graphic icons as well as letteis and numbers. An electronic text will often
be a mixture of text and iconographic images-a modern form of picture
writing. One way to characterize this whole complex of changes in struc-
ture and symbol is to say that the computer gives us a new space for read-
ing and writing.

All techniques of writing make human language or human thought
visible. The visible symbols are painted, inscribed, or drawn electroni-
cally on a writing surface, which may be clay or paper or a video screen.
The writing surface forms the visual space in which those symbols func-
tion, and each writing space has its own virtues and def,rciencies. You do
not write a novel on stone or clay tablets, simply because most readers
will be unwilling to carry your new novel home in a pickup truck. On the
other hand, a stone tablet is a good place for recording an epitaph or (in
the ancient world) for a law code that should be both public and long-
lived. Many people say that they are not prepared to read a novel at a
computer terminal, and we would all agree that a computer screen
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would be an odd place to put an epitaph, for the computer medium does
not provide the appropriate air of dignity and monumentality. Both
from a practical and aesthetic point of view, there are appropriate and
inappropriate uses for each writing space. The computer's writing space
is suited to the display of rapidly changing texts. We can turn this
around and say that any text placed in the electronic writing space be-
comes changeable and impermanent: the quality of the space defines the
nature of text. If we choose to write and read novels or essays using the
computer, then these novels and essays will lose the stability and sense of
permanence given them by the medium of print.

This much is obvious. What is less obvious in the interaction between
the way we organize our writing space and the symbols with which we
write. I have already mentioned the earliest form of writing-picture
writing that conveys ideas through stylized images. One characteristic of
picture writing was its sophisticated use of the writing space. The picture
writer deployed his images with almost as much freedom as a painter.
For like the canvas of a painter, the writing space of a picture writer was
two-dimensional, and the writer was free to position his images in a vari-
ety of ways. The visual structure of the images was itself meaningful; it
was part of the message. That is, if you put the image of the river to the
left of the tepee, you conveyed one message about the layout of the camp;
if you put the river on the right, you conveyed a different message.

The situation changed with the introduction of phonetic writing. That
principle gave writers much greater freedom of expression, but it se-
verely limited their freedom in using the writing space. For when writing
became a visual record of speaking, written symbols had to be put in one
strict order-the order that corresponded to sounds within words and
words in a sentence. The writing space became a sequence of lines. Al-
though the lines might run from left to right, or right to left, or indeed
vertically, there had to be a defined order for reading.

We now need to think about the electronic medium in these spatial
terms, for the truly exciting and innovative quality of this new medium
is its capacity to redefine the spatial character of writing. The computer
provides a writing space that is plastic and malleable. Many computers
today permit bit mapping: that is, they allow for the separate control of
each individual patch of light (or pixel) on the screen. Such systems are
no longer limited to digits and letters of the alphabet: they can also
present icons, graphic images, windows, pull-down menus, and so on.
Alphabetic symbols and graphic images can be combined to form a so-
phisticated textual space on the screen. Each alphabetic text on the
screen will of course be linear, but texts can be presented in several win-
dows at the same time. Icons and graphics can be arranged on the screen
as well. As in picture writing, the spatial relationships of icons, text, and
images in electronic space help to convey the meaning.

Moreover, the computer offers a textual space that is interactive, in-
deed tactile. Using a keyboard or better still a mouse, the reader can
reach in and alter the text and images he sees. By contrast, the reader
cannot touch the text and the images of a printed book in this fashion.
The textual space of a printed book is simply not accessible: the reader
can write over the text, but not in it. He can deface a printed book, but
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he cannot change it. In confronting electronic text, even with the hum-
blest word processing program, the reader can easily become an author.

The further possibilities of electronic space can be illustrated with the
familiar example of the online card catalog. Many libraries now offer
such catalogs, yet most of them rely on simple ASCII terminals to dis-
play letters and digits to the user, and what the terminals present on the
screen is often only an image of the card in the physical catalog. Much
more is possible. A bit-mapped computer or terminal could give the user
a picture of the contents of the library, perhaps including floor plans and
bookshelves. In answer to a query, the reader might see before him
shelves of books with titles and names of authors on their spines. With
the help of a mouse, he could open the book and see a title page including
complete bibliographic information. The reader could zoom in immedi-
ately on the book he needs, or he could browse through the collection,
just as he can in the physical library. Moreover, in this simulated library
the shelves need not be static. Depending upon the reader's request, the
computer could place together books on the same subject regardless of
their call numbers. The very structure and appearance of the collection
can alter itself for each patron. In part this electronic space would reflect
the physical space of the library; in part, it would be a new symbolic rep-
resentation of books and papers available. Here is a project in which li-
brarians would need to work closely with programmers. For all sorts of
representations schemes are possible: the fun and the work lie in discov-
ering what symbolic spaces best convey the intellectual structure of the
library to the reader.

There is an obvious and yet important historical parallel for this work.
Having invented the letterpress, Gutenberg and his colleagues in the frf-
teenth century still did not know what a printed book was supposed to
look like. Early printed books were made to resemble manuscripts-
with thick letters and many ligatures and abbreviations. Over a period of
several decades, printers came to realize that the new technology of book
production had different requirements and possibilities. Letters could
be thinner and more legible, letterforms could be standardized, and
there was less need for abbreviation. Today we are in a similar position:
we do not know what an electronic book should look like, and so our first
impulse has been to copy the printed page onto our terminal screens. We
need now to show the same creativity toward the spatial possibilities of
electronic writing that our ancestors showed to the creative possibilities
of print. We need to reconcile the linear character of the language with
the multidimensional capabilities of the computer.

V. WRITING AND SPEAKING

For the past four thousand years, human language has had two di-
mensions: the spoken and the written, the aural and the visual. Plato in
his myth in the Phaedrus asserts that there is an unbridgeable gulf be-
tween these two forms of language. Writing is a sequence of fixed and
lifeless words on a page; spoken language permits the active interplay of
two minds. So far, no technology of writing has completely destroyed the
aural experience oflanguage; instead, each has defrned a new relation-
ship between itself and the spoken word. Scholars have argued, for ex-
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1mple, that the ancient Greeks even in Plato's day and beyond were still
heavily dependent upon the spoken word and that they often, if not al-

tempt to recapture the resonance and the mystery of the word as our an-
cestors heard it for thousands ofyears.

Electronic text means a new balance between the oral and visual di-
mensions of language: it may represent the f,rnal triumph of the visual
over the oral, although not with the results that Plato imagined. I have
tried to show that electronic writing promises to intensify the visual ex-
perience of text, indeed to include in the notion of text, icons and other
symbols whose meaning is wholly visual. Now students of media since
Marshall Mcluhan have told us that electronic media will make us a

Finally, I would argue that Plato got it wrong when he claimed that
the art of writing gives only the appearance of wisdom. Writing makes us
wiser in the sense that it redefines the nature of human wisdom. Plato's
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out of fluid and dynamic networks of words and visual symbols. We are
led to emphasize the ramif,tcations and interconnection among wgt_ds
and images. The fluidity of our texts seems to reflect the fluidity of the
human mind itself. In other words, the electronic symbols inside the
computer become an almost effortless extension of the network of ideas
in the mind itself.

manists, for our whole culture in the coming two decades.
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Serials librarians do not need to be reminded about the numerous at-
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During t!_._pTltql years, there has been considerable activity on the
part of two NISO 239 standards committees toward the standardization

membership in^mid-1982. Because of the strong concern shown by the
membership, sc E became increasingly aware oTthe inconsistencies be-
tween the standard for serial holdingi statements at the summary lever
and their proposed detailedlevel standard.

mously recommended "that a single 239 standard for serial holdings
statements be developed, encompassing both the detailed and summary
levels . ' t t

COMPARING THE Two STANDARDS

Both standards deal gnly with serial holdings and only with the dispray
of those holdings. Machine-readable codingif holdings is not included
in either standard. Both identify the punctriation that"is to be used in a
holdings statement. Both state that aholdings statement must be linked

, 
-Boll-t serial holding_s standards are ANSI standards. However, for the sake of brevity

the earlier standard will be called the Summary Holdings Standard and the new standard wiil
be termed the .A/LtO Holdings Standard.
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to a serial identifrer such as a bibliographic description, an ISSN, a
CODEN, etc. Neither standard indicates what that identifier should be,
however.

The obvious difference between the two standards is the degree of
specifrcity covered in the representation of holdings data' The Sumyaryt-
Holdings-Snndard deals witli holdings described at the summary level
(volumes, not volumes and issues; years, not ye_ar_s and months). In ad-

dition to holdings at the summary level, the NISO Holdingl Standard in-
cludes holdings it the detailed, or issue-specific, level. Both include dif-
ferent reporti;g levels that generally build on the previous ones. The
Summarlt Holdings Standard hai three such levels; the N/SO Holdings Snn-
dard, fo.ur. These levels will now be described.

Lnver 1 HorprNcs SrareuBrrs

Level t holdings statements in both standards include the serial iden-
tifier and the institution idzntifier (as it is termed in the Summary Holdings
Standard) or the location d.ata area (as it is called in the N/SO Holdings S-tn-n-
dnrQ. The hypothetical examples in this paper use certain fields of the
bibliographic description as the unique serial identifrer. As with the se-
rial idEntifrer, no prbvisions are made in either standard regarding the
representation of the holding institution. The full name may be used, as
rr.;ay a code such as an NIJC symbol or a numeric representation or a
code assigned by a bibliographic utility (see figure 1).

Lnver 2 HolorNcs SreruunNrs

Level 2 holdings statements in both standards include the information
from the first level (the serial and institutional identifiers) and to them,
add coded information that reflects the institution's holdings. There are
some differences between the two standards in Level 2 reporting' both in
terms of the amount of information included and the order in which it
appears.

Figure 1
Level 1 Holdings in Both Standards

Serial

Journal of gory apparitions.-Vol. 1, no. 1 (1928)-
New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years.

Library A
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Level 2 of the Surnmarlt Holdings Standard contains five coded elements
(collectively termed the general holdings data area): the date of report; the com-
pleteness code (indicating how much of the published run of a serial is held
at a particular institution); the acquisition status code (indicating whether
or not the institution currently receives the serial): the nonretintion codt
(indicating whether or not the institution retains ihat it receives); and,
optionally, local notet (see frgure 2).

Level 2 of the N/SO Holdings Standard requires a separate data area for
the representation of the date oJreport. Furthermore, eight digits are used
to represent the date of report instead of the four used in the Summary
Holdings Standard. Sirnllarly, the local notes element is now contained in its

called the retention codz. Instead of a "blank" representing holdings that
are retained, the coded value has been changed to an "8, " bringing it in
line with the other numerically coded values (see hgure 3).

Lever 3 Hororucs Srareunurs

Level 3 holdings statements in both standards describe serial holdings
statements at the summary level, that is, holdings recorded at the most
inclusive levels of enumeration and chronology. These data elements are
added to the information recorded in Levels 7 and2. The recommended
order of displaying enumeration and chronology data is one of the major
differences between the two standards. The Summar2 Holdings Standard
specifies that strings of enumeration data are to be followed by strings of

meration and chronology data as was seen in the Summar2 Holdings Stan-
dard (see figure 6). A summary holdings statement in the NISO Holdings
Standard, regardless of which option is used, will contain arr " a" in the
t2pe of holdings designator, indicating that holdings are reported at the sum-
mary level.

The order of displaying enumeration and chronology data was of
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New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years.

Institution
Identifier General Holdings Datr

Library A (8606,2,S: Retained in paper-until microfilm is received)

I
Date of
Report

Completeness
Code

Acquisition
Status
Code

Nonretention
Code

Local
Notes

General Holdings Data Area
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Holdings Snndard. Hence, there are two options for reporting holdings at
the summary level found in the NISO Holdings Sta,ndard. IJsers of that
standard will need to determine which order of enumeration and chro-
nology is preferable for their purposes.

Figure 2
Level 2 Holdings, Summary Holdings Standard

Figure 3
Level 2 Holdings, NISO Holdings Standard

Journal of gory apparitions.-Vol. 1, no. I (1928)-
New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years.

Location Date of Status Data
Data Area Report Area

Local Notes

--+
19860630 (0,mm,2,4,8) Retainedin paper;ili.-;;t

7t\ is received

Type of Physical Completeness Acquisition
Holdings Form Designator Status

Designator Designator Designator

Retention
Designator
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Figure 4
Summary Haldings Standard Level 3 Holdings

Figure 5
NISO Holdings Standard Level 3 Holdings, Option A

Journal of gory apparitions.-Vol. 1, no. 1 (1928)-
New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years.

Location Date of
Data Area Report

I

Librarv B 
'19860630

Status Extent of Holdings Data Area
Data Area (Enumeration and Chronology Data)

Type of Physical
Holdings Form

Designator Designator
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Nrso Hotdings rrt *Xo'ff"Z,ur totot.,rr, option B

Lpvnr 4 HolorNcs SrereueNrs

Level 4 holdings statements (holdings at the detailed or issue-specific
level) are found only in the NISO Holdings Standard. A holdings statement
at this level includes the library identifier of Level 1, the coded informa-
tion of Level 2, plus holdings at the detailed level. The t2pe of holdings
designator is coded "b," indicating a detailed-level holdings statement.
There is zo option for the order of recording enumeration and chronol-
ogy data at this level. Enumeration must be followed immediately by its
corresponding chronology as in Option A of a summary holdings state-
ment. Unlike a summary holdings statement, a detailed-level statement
does not allow for an open-ended holdings statement (ending with a hy-
phen), since all holdings must be presented. Therefore, a hyphen must
never be the last element when recording holdings at the detailed level
(see frgure 7). '

The N/SO Holdings Standard includes the concept of compression for
holdings at the detailed level. A Level 4 holdings statement may be com-
pressed if no gap exists at the lowest hierarchical level. The holdings
statement may continue to be compressed so long as no gaps exist within
the levels of enumeration and chronology. A detailed{evel compressed
holdings statement can begin to resemble a summary holdings state-
ment. However, the NISO Holdings Standard states that "a Level 4 com-
pressed holdings statement indicates that allblbliographic units covered
by this range are held by the reporting institution-while a Level 3 (Op-
tion A) holdings statement does.not carry the same guarantee of com-
pleteness" (see frgures B and 9).'

The NISO Holdings Standardincludes specific instructions for handling

Journal of gory apparitions.-Vol. 1, no. 1 (1928)-
New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years.

Location Date of
Data Area Report

#-t '-+

Extent of Holdings Data Area
(Enumeration and Chronology Data)
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Figure 7
NISO Holdings Standard Level 4 Holdings

Journal of gory apparit ions.-Vol. 1, no. 1 (1928)-
New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years

(A)  L ib rary  C 19860630 (b , ta ,3 ,4 ,8 )  v .57 :no .1  (1984:Feb. ) -v .59 :no .2
(1986:May)

With the receipt of v.59:no.3, Library C's holdings statement could be com-
pressed even further if so desired:

(B) Library C 19860630 (b,ta,3,4,8) v 57 (1984)-v.59 (1986)

Figure 8
NISO Holdings Standard Compressed Holdings for Level 4

Journal of gory apparitions.-Vol. 1, no. 1 (1928)-
New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years.

Location Date of
Data Area Report

Librarv C 19860630

Status Extent of Holdings Data Area
Data Area (Enumeration and ChronologyData)

Type of Physical
Holdings Form

Designator Designator
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self, the subordinately described supplement, and the subordinately de-
scribed index. The type of holdings dtsignator will be coded as either an ' ' a' '

or "b" for the parent title, a "c" for a subordinately described supple-
ment, and a "d" for a subordinately described index (see frgure 9).

Journalof gory apparit ions.-Vol. 1, no. 1(1928)-
New York : Ghostbusters Press, 1928-
Issued three times a year.
Separately numbered supplements issued annually.
Indexes issued every ten years.

Library D 19860630 (a,ta,3,4,8) v.51 (1978)-
Library D 19860630 (c,ta,3,4,8) no.27 (1979)-no.33 (1985)
Library D 19860630 (d,ta,3,4,8) 1979

Nrso Hotdings s,":;,\T:"e|4, Recording of
Subordinately Described Supplements and Indexes

ApplrcerroN oF THE Two StlNoenos

The N/SO Holdings Standard has been published so recently that few
institutions to date have implemented it. Areas which caused interpre-
tive problems in the Summary Holdings Standard, however, can lead one to
speculate on how the same issues will be treated in the NISO Holdings
Standard. Some of those more problematic areas will now be examined.

Gaps rN HororNcs

Both holdings standards state that holdings shall be reported in a posi-
tive manner; in other words, report what is held, not what is lacking. In
both standards, gaps in holdings are represented by a comma. The stan-
dards differ in their guidelines for determining when a gap should be

volume. Local decisions were usually made for the sake of expediency:
either to report volumes designated as incomplete in a library's llle or to
omit them altogether.

CeprroNs

Both standards define a caption as "an alphabetic word or phrase at-
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?ppglgi* B of the second edition of the Anglo-Ameriean Cataloguing Rules
(AACR2).

Senrers Hero rN Mone rHeN Or,ln Pnysrc,lr Fonuar

The issue of the representation of a serial in different physical formats
has become the serials librarian's version of "To be or not to be?"-

The Summary Holdings Standardwas vague, if not somewhat contradic-
tory, on.the issue of separate or single records for the bibliographic rep-
resentation of a title if that was to be the serial identifrer. T-he itandaid
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record and the creation of a composite holdings statement for all physical
formats held. In this case, t};re ph2sical form d.esignator would be repre-
sented by "mm" for multimedia. Again, users have the option for in-
cluding a local note, this time to indicate which volumes are held in which
physical format.- 

The third option permitted in the NISO Holdings Standard also allows
for the use of one bibliographic record. This time, however, a separate
holdings statement is created for each physical format held. The repre-
sentation of holdings in this option is identical in concept to holdings at
the detailed level for subordinately reported supplements and indexes.

The NISO Holdings Standard gives the user two options for the repre-
sentation of detailed holdings held in different physical formats. The
frrst permits the use of separate bibliographic records for each physical
format as it did for a summary holdings statement. The second option
allows for the use of one bibliographic record for all physical formats
held; however, each physical format must have its own holdings state-
ment. A composite holdings statement is not permitted for detailed hold-
mgs.

As with the Summnry Holdings Standard, users will need to decide for
themselves, according to their needs, which is the most appropriate rep-
resentation for serials held in different physical formats. Without a
doubt, the N1,SO Holdings Snndardprovides considerably more guidance
in this area than did the Summar2 Holdings Snndardbefore it.

CoNcr-usrox
Standards should be organic in nature, changing with new develoo-

ments, permitting their users and creators to modify them when the
need ariies, continually setting obtainable and practical goals for which
users can strive, while at the same time not compromising on principles.
The development of the N/SO Holdings Standardwas an evolutionary pro-
cess. During this process, members of both NISO standards committees
proved they could be flexible when discussing the issues at hand. They
also listened to the comments and concerns of those using the Summnry
Holdings Standnrd. The result is a serial holdings standard that builds on
the good work of SC 40, incorporates additional concepts from SC E and
suggestions from the field, and comes away a much stronger standard
for it.

l

2 .

3 .
4.
5 .
6 .
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An Investigotion of Public Librory
Porticipolion in Bibliogrophic
Networks: Perceptions, Reoctions,
ond Recommendqlions
Betly J. Turock ond Dovid [. Turock

msure tlu dzsign of semhes bmeficial to public libraries.

PREvrous Rrsrencn
Although BiII's research on the Illinois Valley Library System''n'''u and
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the Peat, Marwick, Mitchell consulting report for the Western Library
Network (WLN)' represent comprehensive recent documentation, both
were case studies. There had been no investigations with a national fo-
cus. As a result, to meet their charge, the task force established a three-
pronged investigatory process: (1) holding an open hearing; (2) commis-
sioning a series of case studies; and (3) conducting a survey of network
partrcrpatron.

Phase I, the open hearing, was heldJune23,1983, at the American
Library Association's Annual Conference. More than 100 persons at-
tended. Five speakers offered case studies and 25 others gave testimony;
an additional 28 written statements were received by mail." Following
the open hearing, the task force identified, for Phase II, libraries and
authors who prepared six case studies detailing decision-making about
joining biblio graphic utilities.'

PARAMETERS OF THE RESEARCH

The objectives of Phase III, reported on here, were to:
1. Compile information on the participation in bibliographic net-

works of United States public libraries of all sizes; and
2. Identify and measure variables important in determining partici-

pation, uncover problems and make recommendations.
Defrnitions of a network and a bibliographic utility were adapted to

delineate the meaning of the bibliographic network as: an organization
which maintains a system of physically separate computers or terminals
and provides to libraries bibliographic records for such activities as cata-
loging and resource sharing.'""'

Status of participation was the independent variable for this study. It
was defined broadly and denoted by two different states, that is, those
who receive services directly from the network based on library mem-
bership, or those who receive services indirectly through a library system
or other cooperative that is a member. Data were collected from the local
community library or from the main library where there were multiple
locations.

To develop an instrument for measurement, a factors matrix was cre-
ated. An analysis of the information gathered in Phases I and II and
from the literature review, amplifred by input from the task force, served
to identify the frve major foci considered productive directions for fur-
ther inquiry. The foci-Library Background, Perceptions of Participa-
tion, Reasons for Not Participating, Reactions to Services, and Sugges-
tions for Increasing Participation-became the dependent variables for
the study. Statements related to these variables were listed together with
the sources in which they appeared and weighted by the frequency with
which they were cited. The factors receiving the highest scores became
the items in the survey instrument. The majority were composed of brief
statements with which the respondents were asked to strongly agree,
agree, disagree or strongly disagree; they were scored either 4, 3,2, or l,
depending on the body of the question. The format modified the usual
Likert Scale by eliminating the undecided option to force re spondents to
state a choice (see appendix A).
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Two pilot tests were undertaken. The frrst was conducted on members
of the task force, which included top administrators from the three major
bibliographic networks and librarians with backgrounds in technical
services, resource sharing, and management. For the second, 50 li-
braries in New York State were mailed the preliminary survey. As a
result of both rehearsals, the instrument was modifred for greater clarity
and ri:duced in size.

CoNouctrNc THE Sruov

One of the major assumptions which guided this work was that rather
than asking members of bibliographic networks to recall information
concerning conditions before and after their participation, a more accu-
rate reflection would arise from data collected from current participants
(P) and nonparticipants (N). It was determined that a random sample of
approximately 540 libraries, divided into P and N subgroups, would
yield results with a c.onfrdence level of 90 percent and a tolerance of plus
or minus 5 percent." As a result, the mailed survey was selected for data
gathering because the sample size favored a relatively inexpensive tech-
nique that could administer a large number of questions to many re-
spondents simultaneously. To overcome the possibility of a low return
rate, acommon occurrence in mailed suryeys, the task force opted for a
larger sample size. While network members could be located from the
records of the bibliographic utilities, a source was sought which would
permit the selection of members, participantg who may not be members,
and nonmembers. Mailing labels, based on the most recent edition of
the American Library Directorlt were the source chosen."

DATA Cor,r,ncrroN
Out of a total of approximately 8,500 public libraries, a systematic

sample of one of every seven, or 1,273, was drawn to which a letter was
sent soliciting participation in the survey along with a stamped, self-
addressed return postcard. Ultimately 977 , or 81 percent, responded.
As shown in table 1, more participants than nonparticipants returned
the postcard.

TABLE 1
Netwonx Srerus or Survrv P,q.nrrcrpeNrs

Responses Number Percent of Sample

Postcards Returned
By Network Participants
By Network Nonpart icipants

Postcards Not Returned
Total

Recipients were asked to check responses to two items: (1) whether
their library was currently a participant in a bibliographic network, and
(2) whether theirlibrary would be willing to complete a mailed survey. A
follow-up letter and the questionnaire were forwarded to those who

+98
479
236

1,213

4 I
40
1 9

100
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agreed to take part. After six weeks, a second letter, questionnaire, and
return mailing essentials were sent to those who had not responded.

Calls were made to 10 percent of the 236libraries that did not respond
to determine why they had opted not to take part in the study. In five
cases the libraries were participants in bibliographic networks, but indi-
cated that either they did not have time to complete surveys or they did
not choose to do so. The remaining nineteen, however, were nonpartici-
pants. They responded that they returned no information because they
had either no knowledge of, or interest in, bibliographic networks. From
this poll, it was estimated that possibly 186, or 79 percent of the 236 who
did not respond to the postcard mailing, were nonparticipants, and 50,
or 21 percent, were participants. When the results of the solicitation re-
sponses and the phone poll were projected to the total population of pub-
lic libraries, the judgment was that approximately 55 percent, or the ma-
jority are not participants in the nation's bibliographic networks, but
about 45 percent are.

To determine whether a nonresponse bias might have been intro-
duced, selected questions were asked from the survey instrument as part
of the data collected by telephone. The results were scored and com-
pared to tallies based on the respondent replies. Using the Student's l-
test, at the 95 percent confidence level, no significant differences were
revealed between the two pairs of scores for the P and N groups.

Of the 977 who did reply to the solicitation, 634, again representing
more participants than nonparticipants, were willing to take part in the
survey. After two mailings 564 had responded. Of the questionnaires
returned, 552 were usable, representing 87 percent of the 634 who
agreed to take part; 56 percent of the 977 who responded to the solicita-
tion; and 46 percent of the I ,213 in the original sample. The 552 were
divided into 315 network participants and 237 nonparticipants, or 57
percent and 43 percent, respectively.

The large sample size had produced a suffrcient number of replies to
draw some conclusions about public library participation in biblio-
graphic networks. However, in all three opportunities to respond, i.e.,
by returning the postcard, by agreeing to participate in the study, and by
returning the completed survey, more participants than nonparticipants
replied. Since no attempt was made to weight the data to reflect the pro-
portion of the two subgroups estimated to exist in the population, it
would be inappropriate to aggregate the responses. Therefore, the
results are presented and should be interpreted for the participant and
nonparticipant subgroups only.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data were analyzed using the SAS statistical package. A description
of the P and N subsamples was drawn from the section in the question-
naire captioned Librarlt Background. Figures compiled for resources were
compared to two sample surveys of American public libraries, under-
taken by the U.S. Department of Education, and reported in Sntistics of
Public Libraries 1977-78 and 1981-82.'"''" The latest data available were
employed in all cases.
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It can be argued that Likert scale data are ordinal, but the assumption
here is the usual one, that is, that the data meet the propositions neces-
sary for interval level hypotheses testing. In the interpretation of the
results of the hypotheses testing it is recognized that the underlying as-
sumption in l-tests is that the sampling distribution is normal. With a
sample size of over 400, such as the one in this study, it is reasonable to
assume that the sample distribution is normal.

Following the measurement of the dependent variables, an hypothesis
was tested to determine whether there existed significant differences in
the dependent variables , Perceptions and Suggestions, as a result of the in-
dependent variable, status of participation in bibliographic networks.
Remarks added following the questions on the dependent variables were
analyzedby subgroup in two ways: First, to determine the percentage of
respondents who commented; and, second, to determine whether they
simply reinforced what they expressed in their selection of levels of
agreement or added a new dimension to the topic.

RESULTS

Survey respondents represented a good cross-section of public li-
braries throughout the United States. There was at least one participant
and one nonparticipant from each state, except for a single case in which
no bibliographic network supplied service. Regionally, the highest num-
ber of participants were located in the Northeast, when totals were com-
bined from the New England and Middle Atlantic states, and in the
Midwest. At least in part this distribution is likely due to the greater con-
centration of public libraries east of the Mississippi. While the same two
regions once again led the list with the highest number of nonpartici-
pants, the Northeast polled a full 13 percent higher than the Midwest.
Systems, a major source of encouragement for participation in net-
works, have proliferated in the Midwest, whereas the history of strong
home rule in some parts of the Northeast has tended to inhibit their
growth.

FrNorNcs: Lrnneny Becxcr.ouNo

To develop profiles of resources for both the P and N groups, frrst,
intervals developed for the earlier Statistics of Public Libraries were divided
into low, medium, and high ranges; then, study data on resources tabu-
lated in percentages were compared to their distribution in the general
population. In the main, when the high and medium ranges were aggre-
gated, the resulting profiles revealed the respondents to be richer in pop-
ulation, budget, and volumes held than might have been expected, as
table 2 illustrates.

While the nonparticipants included a higher number of respondents
in the lowest rzrnges for librarians on staff than did libraries in the gen-
eral population, the P subgroup consistently had more respondents in
the upper rzrnges than either the general population or the N subgroup.
When compared to each other, the N respondents, which more closely
approximated the general population, had a larger percentage in the
lower ranges in all cases than their P counterparts.
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TABLE 2
LrsRanv BecxcnouNps CoMpARED To DATA

pnor'a Slatl'stics of Public Libraies

Public Libraries in the USA
*N =  8 ,456;  IN  :  8 ,597

Population of
Communities
Served*

Budgetf

Volurnes
Held*

Professional
Librarians{

Other No Response
Total

Low 0.0-0.9
1 . 0 - 1 . 9

Med.  2.0-9.9
r0 .0-24.9
25.0-+9.9

High 50.0-99.9
100 or more

Other No Response
Total

Low Less than 10.000 65.0
r0,000-49,999 25.7

Med. 50,000-99,999 5.2
100,000-249,999 2.6

High 250,000-499,999 0.7
500,000 or more 0.6

Other No Response
Total 99.8

Low Less than $10,000 24.1
$10,000-$99,999 45.8

Med. $100,000-$399,999 r9.2
$400,000-$999,999 6.5

High $1,000,000 or more 4.4
Other No Response

Total 100.0
Low Less than 20,000 55.6

20,000-39,999 18.6
Med.  40,000-69,999 11.1

70,000-99,999 5.7
100,000-299,999 6.7

High 300,000-599,999 1.3
600,000-999,999 0.+
1,000,000 or more 0.6

Intervals Vo

Participants Nonparticipants
N = 3 r 5  N : 2 3 7

% 7 o

33 .  1
26.7

14.3
1 0 . 8
6.+
5 . 6
3 . 2

100. I
5 . 2

2r . r
3 1 . 5
t 7  . 5
21.1
3 . 6

100.0
1 9 . 5
1 7  . 5
14.7
1 2 . 0
14.7
8 .0
3 . 2
4 .8
5 . 6

100.0
1 8 . 3
23.5
34.7
1 2 . 0
4 .4
2 . 4
1 . 6
3 . 2

1 0 0 . 1

40.0
42.1

t3.7
4 . 2
0 . 0
0 . 0
0 .0

100.0
J . t

38.4
3 7 . 9
1 0 . 5
2 . 6
6 . 8

99.9
24.7
28.9
20.0
6 . 8

1 0 . 5
1 . 6
0 .0
0 . 5
6 . 8

99.8
26.8
J J .  I

32. r
3 . 2
1 . 6
1 . 1
0 . 0
1 . 6

100 .  I

100.0
26.5
28.9
36.0
5 . 8
1 . 3
0 . 6
0 . 4

99.5
*Helen M. Eckard, Sntistics oJ Public Libraries, 1977-78 (Washington, D.C.: National
Center for Education Statistics, 1982), p.123.

lSntistics of Publir Libraries, 1981-82, data gathered by the National Center for
Education Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Education (Chicago: Public Library Assn.,
1985),  p.10a.

f  Ib id. ,  p .94.

Library backgrounds were reviewed to determine what might be
learned about the current market for bibliographic network services.
Even optimistic predictions would have to conclude that there are lim-
ited new opportunities among large size libraries, where the efforts of the
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utilities have been concentrated in the past. The majority of the N re-
spondents were in the low and middle resource ranges. The fact that
there are already participants in these two groups indicates that they rep-
resent a viable market.

The remaining questions in that section collected information about
the participants only. In B0 percent ofthe cases, they declared affrliation
with OCLC, in 5 percent with the Western Library Nerwork (WLN),
and in 3 percent with the Research Libraries Information Network

FrNonrcs: DepeNoeNr VanreslEs

Means and standard deviations were tabulated on the four remaining
dependent variables-Perceptions, Reasons, Reactions, and Suggestions, as
depicted in table 3.

TABLE 3

Mr".r 
"-" 

St"-"""t

Network Status

Variable

Participants Nonparticipants
Standard Standard

Observations Means Deviations Observations Means Deviations

Perceptions 3ll
Reasons NA
Reactions 285
Suggestions 302

3.04  .+1
NA NA
2 . 5 6  . 3 7
3.25  .+0

2 .88  .43
2 . r9  . 3+
NA NA
3 .24  .39

237
237
NA
230

Where the highest possible score was 4.00, the following criteria were

{Pplied to provide a comparative scale for determining the level at which
the variables were operating:

1. Means of 3.50 to 4.00 were considered high;
2. Means of 2.50 to 3.49 were considered moderate:
3. Means of 1.50 to 2.49 were considered low;
4. Means of 1.49 and below were considered minimal.
If the mean for any item was computed at less than 2.50, a barrier to

network participation was considerei operating that the network needed
to attend to in marketing.

In the case of Reactions, where the highest possible tally was 3.00, the
criteria were truncated so that:

1. Means of 2.50 to 3.00 were designated as high;
2. Means of 1.80 to 2.49 were designated as moderate;
3. Means of 1.00 to 1.79 were designated as low.
If the mean for any item was computed at less than I .80, a barrier was

considered operating that warranted attention.
According to the criteria, Reasons, scored low; justifications advanced
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tion.
To test the hypothesis that there were signiflrcant differences in Percep-

tions and Suggestions based on network status, two-tailed ,-tests for inde-
pendent samples were performed at the .05 level. The analyses produced
the following results:

H . M " :  M *
R : t i 1 . 9 6 o r t > 1 . 9 6
Perceptions -4.05(546) = p <0.00
Suggest ions -0.15(532) = p <0.88

The null hypothesis was rejected for Perceptions and retained for Suggu-
tions, i.e., of the two variables, Perceptions revealed significant differences
related to the status of bibliographic network participation; Suggestions
did not.

represented a barrier.
Participants and nonparticipants alike contended that the networks

made it easier to find books owned bv other libraries. Based on the crite-

with the statement.
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als, 37 percent of the N group held that position. Since the scale for scor-
ing wai inverted here also, the P group had the higher score; a barrier
was operating for nonparticipants.

While there were no further significant differences in Perceptions based
on network status, means were calculated for the remaining items and

frfth and sixth, which were inverted.

easier to find books the library owns.
The statements reversed in order were that a library gets expert cata-

loging without an expert staff, and that the ability.to ll:Yer reference
questions is increased. Participants had only a slighdy higher value for
the reference enhancement and, nonparticipants more than partici-
pants, questioned whether networks provided exPert cataloging without
experts on staff. Both P and N groups had the greatest doubts over
whether participation provided a more user-oriented catalog than li-

whether there were any effects on individual items, for the final time, ,-
tests for independent samples were calculated. Experience with the net-
works had litile influence on recommendations to increase participation'
As table 5 demonstrates, there were no significant differences.

P subgroup, the two had tightly woven rankings.
Equating network costs with level of use, comPuted from the re-

sponies of the N subgroup, topped the list; it ranked second with partici-
pants, as well. The fact that all four of the remaining suggestions per-
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taining to costs were ranked in the highest ptsitions reaffirms the
primacy of the cost factor uncovered in the data gathered on Perceptions
for both the P and N groups. They included: 1 ) unbundling costs by clar-
ifying in detail what services are purchased at what price; (2) ensuring
that network participation can be cancelled without loss of large invest-
ment; (3) encouraging shared computer costs, including those for sys-
tem services, first time use and terminals; and (4) publicizing alternate
ways to participate in networks and their relative costs. The frnal item
with fiscal impact, which recommended spreading out initial costs in-
stead of requiring payment up front, waJranked-sixth by the partici-
pants and was tied for the same spot by the nonparticipants. Rounding
out the highest rated suggestions, both groups advised linking local on-
line operating systems with the network and making guides or checklists
widely available describing the services networks provide.

The same three suggestions occupied the bottom slots for both the P
and N subgroups as well. Increasing educational opportunities and
training updates through library schools, state libraries, regional library
systems, and state and national library associations; disseminating in-
formation on models and successful experiences in network participa-
tion; and having open sessions of user groups where potential network
members can learn what participation means operationally were voted
among the least useful strategies.

Finally, although not among the highest or lowest on either group's
list, over B0 percent of both agreed that making information available to
assist librarians in presenting the case for support to governing authori-
ties and simplifying documentation and manuals on how to use the net-
work would be worthwhile.

In finding most of the suggestions useful, a genuine desire to encour-
age participation appeared to be stymied by an inability to select from
among concrete courses of action; any recommendation that offered
promise was seized upon. It is clear that public librarians need leader-
ship not only in influencing the networks to implement recommenda-
tions given priority status, but also in determining the most appropriate
recommendations to bring more of their number into networks. That
leadership should be provided by PLA.

Findings: Reasorc. Nonparticipants indicated the extent to which they
agreed with frequently advanced reasons for lack of greater public li-
brary participation. To discover which might be barriers, means and
standard deviations were calculated for the 19 possibilities. In this case,
since a low score was associated with a negative effect, the means were
ranked from low to high, as shown in table 6. Using the criteria pro-
posed, only two of the reasons were operating at a moderate level; none
scored high. The seventeen with means of less than 2.50 were operating
at such a low level that they represented barriers.

Those placing in the moderate range, and not considered a basis for
lack of participation, were: (1) insuffrcient attention to bibliographic
networks in MLS progrnms, and (2) response time on network com-
puters which decreases staffproductivity. Two further reasons relating
to staff efficiency scored low, however. Ranked eleventh, over 56 per-
cent believed that down time on network computers decreased the effec-
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TABLE 6
R-rrrrBo MreNs rN Rnlsolts ron No'rJorrrrc

Variable
Obser-
vatrons

Mean Standard
Means Rank Deviations

Costly initial investment
High ongoing costs
Card vendors serve local needs
Terminals not cost effective
Low cost microcomputing
No decline in workload
lJnresponsive to needs of small and

medium-sized libraries
Less expensive ways to receive

machine-readable cataloging
Insuffrcient attention in M.L.S.

Programs
Efficiency decreased by down time
Fear of new technology
Overwhelming network documentation
Inadequate documentation for the novice
Staff productivity decreased by response

time
Inadequate cost projections
Multiple conversions to integrate online

systems
Lack of space
Lack ofsupport from governing

authority
Other priorities

234
,9q
216
2r6
2r0
208

214

202

192
208
229
179
192

178
198

207
223

2r5
208

r .72
1.88
2.26
2 . 2 3
2 . L r
2 . 4 1

1 . 9 7

2.23

2 . 5 7
2.28
2.2s
2 . 4 1
2 .36

2 .66
2 . 1 8

r . 87
2.30

2 . 1 9
2 . r9

. 68

. 6 /

. 7 4

. t o

. 6 1

.70

.66

.63

. 7 2

.67
- t 3

.62

.68

1
J

1 0
B
5

t 4

4

8

16 .64
6 .65

2 .63
12 .68

7  . 7 2
/  . 66

1 5
1 1
9

l 4
1 3

tive use of staff; and, tied for fourteenth place, close to 50 percent main-
tained that, even when libraries were members, workload did not
decline.

The most significant barrier was the contention that the required ini-
tial investment was too costly. Over BB percent of the respondents
agreed this was the case. More than 75 percent of the nonparticipants
also regarded negatively the multiple conversions of bibliographic rec-
ords into machine-readable form required to integrate library opera-
tions even with network participation. In third and fourth place respon-
dents mainta ined that  ongoing costs were too h igh,  and that
bibliographic networks were more responsive to large research libraries
than to small or medium size public libraries.

Eight items rounded out the 10 most problematic reasons. Five of
them forcefuly higtrlighted the need to make available lower cost ser-
vice. Approximately 60 p-ercent contended that: the ability to distribute
computing power was making more expensive centralized services obso-
lete; the networks provide inadequate cost projections for ongoing par-
ticipation; terminals primarily useful for one purpose were not cost ef-
fective; there were less expensive ways to take advantage of shared
machine readable cataloging; and low cost cataloging from card vendors
served local needs.

Only three reasons in the bottom 10 spots did not pertain to finances.
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Two of them, tied for seventh place, were documented earlier in Percep-
tions and Suggestions. Respondents noted that public libraries have other
priorities, alluding to the prior perception that money allocated for net-
working would be better spent on books. Lack of support for joining a
network, on the part of the library's governing authority, earned a low
score, substantiating findings from Suggestions, where providing infor-
mation to assist in presenting the case for support was recommended as a
way to encourage increased participation. The fear of dealing with new
technology and acquiring new skills, a reason frequently advanced in the
early days of automation for lack of involvement with computing, was in
the ninth place. Clearly that fear was still having negative impact in
1986 .

Although three further reasons constituted barriers, at least in two a
low rate of response was a rnitigating factor. For the first time nonpartic-
ipants were asked for information about the availability of accommoda-
tions for network equipment. Close to 58 percent replied that it was diffi-
cult to find the necessary space. Forty-six percent agreed that adequate
manuals and documentation explaining procedures and equipment
were not available for the novice, and 4l percent maintained that pa-
perwork and information received from the network were overwhelm-
ing. However, the difference between those agreeing with the two state-
ments and those disagreeing was less than 12 percent for the former and
under 7 percent for the latter with no clear-cut majority in either case.
Since 90 percent of the nonparticipants concurred with the earlier sug-
gestion that providing simplifred documentation and manuals on how to
use the network would help to increase participation, the high numbers
who did not respond here, i.e., 19 and ca. 25 percent respectively, may
have influenced the results.

Although costs were repeatedly underscored in Reasons as the basis for
lack of participation, new factors emerged from the data. It was clear
that nonparticipants labeled bibliographic networks as unresponsive to
all but the large public libraries. It was also clear that they saw the avail-
ability of the microcomputer at the local level as their avenue to reaping
the benefits of computing. Once accepted by many without hesitation,
the lack of an integrated approach to system development was portrayed
as no longer tolerable.

Findings: Reactions. Participants expressed their reactions to services
before and after the network experience. To determine where satisfac-
tions and dissatisfactions might lie, means and standard deviations were
computed for the 1 1 reactions, then scores were ranked from high to low,
as table 7 indicates. Once again, by applying the criteria to the scale,
which in this case had a top score of 3.00, eight reactions were recorded
in the high range and three in the moderate. None scored low; no barri-
ers were recorded.

At the top of the list respondents placed the public relations value of
network participation. An improved image with staff, users, and the
board ranked in the first three spots. Only the public relations value with
the community, in the seventh position, fell in the lower half of the
scores. The comparison of network benef,rts to costs ranked fourth in sat-
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TABLE 7
Re.Nreo MeeNs rN ReecrroNs ro PenrrcrpATroN

Variable
Obser- Mean Standard
vations Means Rank Deviations

Better quality cataloging
Useful additional cataloging

information
Decreased staff time for cataloging
Decreased response time for

interlibrary loan
Decreased staff time for interlibrary

Ioan
Increased job satisfaction
Improved library image with:

Staff
Board
IJsers
Community

Network benefits worth the costs

2+6

248
248

2+0

238
251

257
253
259
2+9
273

2 . 5 9

2 .1 r
2.48

2. sB

2 .12
2 . 5 9

2 . 7  7
2 . 7  |
2 . 7 5
2 . s 3
2 . 6 7

s  .60

1 0  . 6 1
B .67

6 .65

9  . 7 4
5 .53

I

J

2
a

1
a

.43

.46

.44

.50

.85

isfaction. Close to 40 percent maintained that the benefits either out-
weighed the costs or far outweighed them; another 43 percent called ben-
efits worth the cost. Job satisfaction, tied for the frfth spot, was reported
as improved by approximately 50 percent.

In a comparison of cataloging quality from the network for accuracy,
completeness, and depth with cataloging prior to participation, about 57
percent reported better quality from the network, close to 23 percent
called it about the sarne; only five percent labeled it not as good. Also
appearing fifth in the evaluation, this data supported an earlier finding
frorn Perceptions where over 70 percent of the participants replied that be-
longing to a network resulted in expert cataloging without an expert
staff. In a related perception, the respondents had greater doubts that
the catalog was more user-oriented. Reaction to the usefulness of addi-
tional cataloging information indicated that placing more in the record
was not the answer. Ranked in last place with a moderate score, about
one-fifth replied that added information was extremely helpful, while
nearly 50 percent found it only somewhat helpful and close to 11 percent
characterized it as not needed.

In sixth place, 57 percent agreed that response time for users' interli-
brary loan requests decreased. Earlier there was a significant difference
discovered in Perceptions. When participants and nonparticipants were
asked whether users got the materials they sought more rapidly, partici-
pants agreed far more frequently that was the case.

Reactions to stafftime taken by cataloging and interlibrary loans be-
fore and after participation fell into the eighth and ninth places. Network
cataloging was reported as reducing time by more than 45 percent; close
to 26 percent said it required about the same amount, and nearly eight
percent found that it took more. For interlibrary loan, close to 26 percent
reported a decrease in staff time used, approximately 33 percent said
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that it remained the same, and about 17 percent called it increased.
Whether the report of increased time is due to the fact that more transac-
tions were generated by local users or other libraries rather than by net-
work performaRce is not clear.

While scores for Reactioru were high, an evaluation of one network ser-
vice did not appear in the hierarchy of satisfactions until the frfth place. It
is not encouraging that, in general, opinion-based questions about the
benefits of networking ranked higher than those detailing the advan-
tages of specifrc services. Nor was it encouraging that improved image
was the top benefit, since Bills, in on-site measurements, had demon-
strated that the early boon to library image fades as novelty decreases.'u
It is higtrly unlikely that improved image can become the centerpiece for
a marketing campaign to attract financially prudent small and medium
size libraries to bibliographic networks.

CouunNrs rnov PanrrcIpANTS ero NoupaRTIcIpANTS

Although the questionnaire invited comments after sections gathering
data on the dependent variables, most respondents did not reply to all
four. Some comments were received for each; however, only those that
added new information are reviewed. Quotes are cited where they reflect
a number of comments.

In the case of Perceptions,64 members of the P subgroup, or 20 percent,
and 50 from the N subgroup, or 2l percent, replied. Most amplifred
what they had expressed in selecting responses. More than one-half of
the participants and nonparticipants alike noted that cataloging was not
always reliable, blaming their network's lack of quality control mech-
anisms. Nonparticipants also commented that belonging to a network
sometimes decreased access to local materials. One'maintained that his
member neighbors, "Do not catalog anything that is not on the net-
work, so materials, like local history, gather dust in storage."

Only 35 members of the P subgroup and26 of the N subgroup, or 11
percent in both cases, added remarks about Suggestions, making this the
smallest percentage of responses to any of the sections. No recommenda-
tions were added. Members of the P subgroup did indicate why they be-
lieved some suggestions would not be useful. One pointed out that,
"Simplifying documentation won't bring libraries into networks. It
helps once they are members, before that they don't rea)ize there's a
problem. " Another contended that, "Spreading out costs instead of re-
quiringpayment up front wouldn't help those who can't afford the costs,
regardless of how they become due. ' '

Following,R easolts, 54 of the responding nonparticipants, or 22.7 per-
cent, added comments. A number of them expanded on items in the sur-
vey. One respondent wrote, "Although we have seen a lot of benefits
since we joined the network, there have also been major developments in
technology. There is a need to distribute data for local use in new ways.
CD-ROM should have tremendous impact." A second commented
that, "Systems closer to the local units will be more attractive and easier
for members to manage." Finally, over a dozen respondents indicated
that unanswered questions such as who owns a library's bibliographic
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database and whether the records will afford easy conversion to an auto-
mated catalog make libraries leery of investing in participation.

Fourteen percent, or 45 of the participants, supplied Reactions. Some
added new information instead of amplifying replies to questionnaire
statements. Fifteen agreed that this section should have included more
detailed questioning on costs. One put it succinctly by saying, "There
are many facets to the cost issue and information is needed on more than
our general impression of whether network benefits are worth the
costs. " Several called attention to the fact that the survey did not include
any reference to the use of network databases for retrospective conver-
sion of local holdings. As in Reasons, respondents hit a chord that has
unsettled current as well as potential participants. One summed it up by
commanding, "Don't claim a copyright on records. Recognize the own-
ership rights of libraries, their right to use records in machine readable
form and their right to share them with other libraries. " Other partici-
pants voiced their concern for the effect of rapidly changing technology
on the networks; one observed, "I'm not at all convinced that the utili-
ties we now have shouldn't be totally replaced by small local networks. "

DIscUssIoN
The results of this study probably tend to reflect the opinions of those

librarians most activelv involved in networks and/or most interested in
networking issues. The high marks frequently given networks by their
participants are undoubtedly at least in part a reflection of the librarians'
vested interest in the long-range health of the utilities. What conclusions
and recommendations could be made from the evidence, however, that
would be useful not only to the libraries, but also to the networks?

Initially it became clear that more public libraries depend upon the
services of the bibliographic utilities than might be immediately appar-
ent, when participation, not membership, is the denominator explored.
The continued viability of the networks is important to the public li-
brary.

The association of the network with the library system became visible
from the Background Information. Systems and their multitype surrogates
have created interest in networks among librarians within their territo-
ries. Their value in encouraging participation is more situational, how-
ever. Even where innovation has been part of the system profile, net-
work success has been spotty. When systems have joined networks to
supply their members with services, some have created a one-way
stream of advantage. The members can access others' collections, but
their collections are not made accessible. Where systems have offered
first year funding at reduced or no cost, some have not been successful in
maintaining participation when the subsidy ceases. One of the key issues
remains: To develop effective alternative ways to participate in networks
through regional cooperatives, since research has shown that is the most
rapid and effective means of sharing resources." To date there has been
no clear analysis of the future role of the system vis-a-vis the network; it
is needed.

It was in the data collection on Perceptions that the dialog surfaced
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about whether money spent for network participation might be better
allocated to buying books. Although asseitions have been-made in the
literature, once again no systematic studies have identified the issues
and discovered the facts. Does buying more books necessarily lead to
buying the books most needed, or might it result in more books on the
shelf.? Where is the trade-off between buying books and expanding ac-
cess? How many of those who leave the library without what they were
seeking might be satisfied with timely, cost-effective resource sharing?
It's time we found out some of the answers from the perspective of the
users rather than imparting motives to them as a meurns of promulgating
a philosophy of service.

It was in Suggestioru that costs were verified as the fundamental issue
concerning who participates and who does not; they were pointed up as
the primary limiting factor and the only real stumbling block. The need
to generate statistics on usage and cost for libraries ofvarying sizes, op-
erating at varying levels of effrciency was made apparent as well, What is
cost efficient for one library may not be for another. A good deal depends
on the operation before network participation and the willingness of the
library to exploit network service to the fullest.

But costs for computer technology are down. It was in the survey of
Reasons that the microcomputer challenge emerged, together with the
uncertainty on the part of the untapped public library market for net-
work services that the networks are, or ever intend to be, responsive to
them. Whereas this study began with the premise that the public library
was being left out of the mainstream because of lack of participation in
the networks, it ended with a question concerningwho was beingleft out
of the mainstream. The ubiquity of the high-powered, low-cost micro-
computer is not part of the problem; it is part of the solution for both the
networks and publiclibrary nonparticipants, but its role has been under-
played by the networks to their disadvantage, as has that of other break-
through technology. Only recently have they begun to move out of re-
search and development into implementing services that integrate local
operations into network programs, mixing and matching product pack-
ages to meet the individual situation. A marketing strategy for these new
service configurations is needed for participants as well as nonpartici-
pants, since in Reactions, through the participants' input, it became clear
that even stakeholders are questioning the future of the utilities. It will
continue to be important for networks to show that they are responsive
by supplying what is needed, rather than trying to convince public li-
brarians that what they are supplying is what is needed. For example,
since rapidly rising telecommunications rates are a major factor in costs,
the networks should differentiate between what is essential online and
what might be supplied just as well in other modes, like CD-ROM, and
make it available.

Helping public libraries prepare for the future is another product net-
works can market by advising on what sort of equipment should be pur-
chased now, what staff should be receiving what training, and what ways
there are to ease public libraries into greater acceptance oftechnology-
in short, by helping to prepare the market for the coming products. Cer-
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tainly it is to the networks' advantage to take steps to facilitate local soft-
ware development compatible with their own.

In data collected on each of the variables. the need for more informa-

nonparticipants perceived as results of networking and what partici-
pants report as results based on their experience. Most important, it was
apparent from the lack of information both groups exhibited about new
network products.

In addition to information, the survey pointed out another market,
that is, for a more user-oriented catalog. The networks have shown their
regard for standards; now it's time to do more than automate the card
catalog; it is time to make available, as one more product, simple for-
mats with user-oriented content to inspire greater independence on the
part of the library's public.

Finally, the unresolved conflict over database copyright surfaced. It is
understandable from both sides. Libraries want access to their own rec-
ords for their own uses; networks see ownership of the records as a key to
their future. It is ALA and PLA's role in aU of this that has been most
unclear. At the 1985 Annual Conference the ALA Task Force on Biblio-
graphic Data Bases presented a report that was accepted by the Council.
It defrned the issues which the task force believed ielated to its specific
charge, offered defrnitions, described some principles that applied to the
issues, and concluded with a set of recommendations. But what were the
recommendations and what did the report encourage?

It encouraged the bibliographic networks to embark upon a series of
unspecified activities to resolve the conflict, shifting the responsibility
for action to the utilities, actions that will undoubtedly take the network
perspective. On the other hand, the bibliographic utility serving the ma-
jority of public libraries has broadly broadcast that it intends to seek

standing committee on technolog"y that would provide a forum for devel-
oping those options for U.S. public libraries.*

*Since this study was completed, PLA has established the Technology in Public Li-
braries Committee.
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It is going to take renewed dedication on the part of networks to pro-
vide the moit cost-effective possible service for libraries. It will take pub-
lic librarians dedicated to working with the networks to continue arela-
tionship that has been productive for both. This is not the time for either
to lose sight oftheir logical roles.
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ApprNlrxA: Sunvnv oF PABTIcTPATToN rN BIBLTocRAPHTc NETwoRKS

Task Force on Network Relations; the Public Library Association, a Division of the
American Library Association.

A. BecrcnouNo hvronr'rerroN

Questions l-8

To complete the remainder of the survey:
. If iour library is a partiripant in a bibliographic network, please complete all sec-

tions, except Section C.
.Ifyourlibraryisnotapartieipantinabibliographicnetwork,pleasecompleteallsec-

tions, except Section D.

B. Prncrprrors or Ne'rwonx Pexrrctp.e.ttoN

Whether or not you are a bibliographic network participant, you undoubtedly have per-
ceptions ofthe results ofparticipatiron. Please check I Z ] the appropriate answer to indi-
cate the extent to which you agree with each statement.
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Dis- Strongly No
Agree agree Disagree Response

37.5  24 .7  3 .6  6 .4
50 .5  22 . r  3 .2  3 .2
32.7 1.6 0.4 2.0
5 0 . 0  4 . 2  1 . 1  2 . r
39 .8  27 .9  3 .2  9 .6
44.2 32.1 3.2 8.9

Strongly
Agree

P  2 7 . 9
N 2 r . r
P 63 .3
N 42.6
P  19 .5
N  1 1 . 6

9. It is easierto find books the
library owns.

10. It is easier to find books
owned by other libraries.

11. A library has a more user-
oriented catalog than it did
before joining.

12. The costs of operating the
library increase.

13. More books are borrowed
from the library.

14. The library borrows more
books from other libraries.

15. New services are available
to library users.

16. The catalog is more up-to-
date.

17. Users' access to unique re-
sources rncreases.

18. Catalogingworkflow is im-
proveo.

19. A library gets expert cata-
loging'results without an
expert staff.

20. Users get the materials
they seek more rapidly.

21. The ability to answer ref-
erence questrons rs rn-
creased.

22. Money spent for network
participation would be bet-
ter spent on buying more
materials.

24. T}l.e initial investment re-
quired is too costly.

25. Ongoing operating costs
are too high.

26. It is cheaper to use a card
vendor for cataloging.

27. Terminals useful for one
pnmary pu{pose are not
cost effective investments.

28. The ability to distribute
computing power at low
cost is making centralized
services obsolete.

P 12.4 50.6 27.5 2.4
N 20.0 54.7 rB.4 3.2
P 21.9 46.6 23.5 0.8
N  11 .6  53 .2  27  .4  1 .6
P 28.3 54.2 13.1 0.4
N  22 .6  60 .5  10 .0  2 .1
P 28.7 46.6 19.9 0.8
N rB.4 56.3 tB.4 2.1
P 24.7 49.8 17.9 2.0
N 22.r  52.r  22.1 3.2
P 32.7 61.4 3.6 0.4
N 26.3 57.9 12.r  r . l
P  25 .1  51 .8  14 .3  2 .0
N  15 .8  s1 .1  23 .2  3 .2
P 19.5 50.6 20.3 2.8
N 1+.7 52.6 22.6 3.7

37 .1  54 .6  5 .2  0 .4
22 . r  65 .8  7  . 9  1 .6
17.5 48.6 27.5 0.8
20 .0  42 .6  30 .5  2 . r

2 .4  10 .4  61 .0  18 .7
13 .1  23 .7  51  .6  3  . 1

P
N
P
N

P
N

7 q

3 . 7
7 . 2
6 .3
4 .0
+ . 7
+.0
4.8
5 . 6
0 .5
2 .0
2 . 6
6 .8
6 .8
6 .8
6 .3

2 . 8
2 .6
5 . 6
4 . 7

t . o
8 .5

23. Ifyou have any other comments about your perceptions ofbibliographic net-
work participation, please record them here.

C. Rnesons FoR Nor Pat'rrcrpe'rrNc
rN BrsrrocRAprrrc Nnrworxs

Many public libraries do not participate in bibliographic networks. Please check I z ] the
appropriate answer to indicate the extent to which you agree with each statement about
why that is the case.

Strongly Dis- Strongly No
Agree Agree agree Disagree Response

N 38 .4  50 .5  7 .9  1 .6  1 .6

N 27.+ 54.2 r4.7 0.5 3.2

N  11 .6  48 .9  25 .8  4 .7  8 .9

N r4.7 44.2 28.9 3.2 8.9

N  1 1 . 1  5 7 . 9  1 8 . 9  1 . 1 1 1 . 1
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29. Even when libraries are
members, workload does
not decline.

30. Bibl iographic networks
are more responsive to the
opinions of large research
libraries than they are to
the opinions of small or
medium-size public l i -
braries.

31. There are less expensive
ways to take advantage of
shared machine readable
cataloging.

32. Lack of attention to biblio-
graphic networks in MLS
degree programs means
there are few staff mem-
bers who advocate partici-
pauon.

33. Down t ime on network
computers decreases the
effective use of staff trme.

34. Fear of dealing with new
technology and acquiring
new ski l ls is prevalent
among staff members.

35. Paperwork and informa-
tion received from the net-
work are overwhelming.

36. Adequate manuals and
documentation explaining
procedures  and equ ip-
ment are not available for
the novice.

37. Response time on network
comDuters decreases the
productivity of staff.

38. Adequate cost projections
for ongoing participation
are not available.

39. Mult iple conversions of
bibliographic records into
machine readable form
are required to integrate
library operations.

40. It is diffrcult to accommo-
date the required equip-
ment because of space lim:
rtatrons.

41. There is a lack of support
for joining a network on
the part of the l ibrary's
governing authority andl
or users.

Strongly
Agree Agree

N 6 .8  41 .6

N 20 .5  51 .6

Dis- Strongly
agree Disagree
35 .3  3 .7

16 .8  0 .5

No
Response

12.6

10 .5

N

N

8.9 48.4

5.8 28.4

27 .4  0 .5

41.6 5.3

t4.B

19 .0

N

N

8 .4  47 .9

t4.2 47.4

28.9 2.1

32.r  2.6

33.2 1.1

32 .6  2 . r

34.7 1.6

2 7 . 4  2 . 1

12.7

J - t

24.8

19 .0

36.84 .2N

3.7  2r . r  47 .4  3 .2

r  1 .1  47  .4  24 .7  0 .5

N

N

N 23.2 52.1 11.1 0 .5

N 7.4 38.9

10 .0  47 .9

t4.2 46.8

24.8

16.+

1 3 . 3

5 .8N

N 9 . 5
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AppnNorx Az Contin'ued

Strongly Dis- Strongly No
Agree Agree agree Disagree Response

42. Public libraries have other N 
' 

10.5 51.6 24.2 1.6 l2.l
priorities.

43. If you have other comments on why public libraries may not participate in net-
works, pleas record them here.

D. Rp,c,ctror.rs ro Brnrtocnlpnrc NerwoRx Senvrcr,s

Many public libraries do participate in bibliographic networks. Please check
I z ] the box which indicates what your experience has been as a network partici-
pant.

44. Incomparingthequali ty,e.g.,accuracy,completeness,depthofnetworkcata-
loging with cataloging prior to network participation, network cataloging is:
[50.6] a. Better |  4.41 c. Notasgood
[23.1] b. About the same [21.9] d. No response

45. Ifnetwork records contain more information than previous cataloging, the addi-
tional information is:
[19.1] a. Extremely helpful [10.8] c. Not needed or useful
[49.0] b. Somewhathelpful [21.1] d. Noresponse

46. In comparing stafftime used for cataloging operations as a member of a network
with stafftime using previous methods, the network requires:
[ 7.61 a. Morestafft ime [45.4) c. Lessstafft ime
[25.9] b. About the same [21.1] d. No response

47. Using the network to send interlibrary loan requests causes the turnaround time
between the user's request and the receipt ofthe item in your library to:
[51.0] a. Decrease [ 6.8] c. Increase
[18.3] b. Remain about the same [23.9] d. No response

48. In comparing staff time taken for interlibrary loan operations as a member of a
network with staff time taken prior to network membership, using the network
requrres:
116.7l a. More staff time
[33.1] b. About the same

49. As a result of network participation, job satisfaction of staff is:
[48.6] a. Increased [ 1.6] c. Decreased
[29.5] b. Unchanged [20.3] d. No response

50-53. How does using a bibliographic network affect the library's image among the
following groups:

[25.9] c. Less stafftime
[33.3] d. No response

Lowered
Image

t  0.41

a. Improved b. No c.
Image Effect
[63.3] [17.e]
[s7.0] t23.5I
t61.41 120.71

[41.8] Is7.5l

Staff
Board
lJser
Community as a
whole

0.01
0.01

0.01

d. No
Response
[ 1 8 . 5 ]
[1e .5 ]
lt7.sl

I2o.7l
54. The benefrts received from membership in a bibliographic network:

[18.7] a. Far outweigh the cost | 2.41 d. Are not worth the cost
[21.1] b. Outweigh the cost ll4.4l e. No response
[a3.41 c. Are worth the cost

55. As a bibliographic network member, how do you justify the costs of participa-
tion to your governing authority? Please briefly recap arguments and tech-
niques used and recommended.

56. If you have other comments on reactions to participation, please record them
nere.
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APPENDIX A: Continud

E. Succns'nols ron Iucnr.arsrNc Penrrcrparrorl

Check Iz] the appropriate box to indicate the extent to which you agree that, if imple-
mented, the suggestions would encourage greater public library participation in biblio-
graphic networks.

Strongly Dis- Strongly No
Agree Agree agree Disagree Response

57. Spread out ini t ial  costs P 28.3 59.0 4.8 1.2 6.8
instead of requir ing total N 28.9 55.8 8.4 1.1 5.8
payment up front.

58. Make guides or check- P 29.9 59.8 2.4 0.8 7.2
lists widely available that N 34.7 57.9 2.1 0.5 4.7
describe the sewices pro-
vided by bibliographic
networks.

59. Offer continuing educa-
t ion opportunit ies and
training updates through
library schools, state li-
braries, regional library
systems, and state and
national library associa-
tions.

60. Provide simplified docu-
mentation and manuals
on how to use the net-
work.

61. Disseminate information P
on models and successful N
experiences in network
Partrclpatron.

62. Make information avail-
able to assist librarians in
presenting the case for
s]rpqo.n ro governrng au-
thontres.

63.  Have open sessions of
user grouPs wnere Po-
tential network members
can learn what participa-
t ron means operatron-

"lly.64.  Publ ic ize al ternat ive
ways to part ic ipate in
networks and their costs.

65. Ensure that participation
in networks can be can-
cel led wi thout  loss of
large investments.

66. Equate cost with level of
.  use.

67. Provide links between lo-
cal online operating sys-
tems and the network.

68. Pncourage sharing com-
puter costs,  inc luding
those for  systems ser-
vices. frrst time use and
terminals.

P 27 .1  55 .0  8 .0  0 .8
N 27.9 62.6 3.7 0.5

P 25.9
N  28 .9

56 .6  8 .4  1 .6
56.3 10.0 0.5

9.2
5 .2

to.4
6 .3

20.s
24.2

1 5 . 1
1 6 . 3

7 .6
4 .2

12.4
1 3 . 1

P  27 .5  59 .8  5 .2  0 .8  6 .8
N 26.8 57.9 8.4 0.0 6.8

53.0 14.7 1.6
57  .9  11 .6  0 .0

61.4 10.8
60.5 10.0

P
N

0 .4
0 .0

P
N

P
N

P
N
P
N

P
N

33 .5
30.5

3 1 . 5
37 .4

36.7
4 l . l
34.7
30.5

28.7
32 .6

0 .4
0 .0

0.4
0 .0

0 .0
0 .0
1 . 6
0.0

0.0
0 .0

10.4
6 .3

13 .6
5 .8

10.4
5 . 3

10.4
1 1 . 6

10.4
6 .3

46.2 9.6
55 .3  7 .9

48.6 6.0
52.6 4.2

47 .4  5 .6
50 .0  3 .7
47.8 5.6
53.7 4.2

58.2 2.8
56 .3  + .7
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AppnNprx Az Continud

Strongly Dis- Strongly No
Agree Agree agree Disagree Response

69. Unbundle costs by clari-  P 36.3 50.6 2.8 0.0 10.4
fying in detail what ser- N 33.7 55.8 2.1 0.5 7.9
vices are purchased at
what price.

70. Ifyou have any other suggestions for encouraging network services benefrcial to
public libraries, please record them here.

71. Responses to this questionnaire:
[ ] May be quoted. [ ] Must remain confrdential.

On behalf of the Public Library Association and the Task Force, thank you for your
h9lp.7BaryJ. Turock, Rutgers School of Commanication, InJormntion and Library Studies, Pin-
cipal Inaestigator, ALA-PLA Task Force on Network Relatiotu.
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Vendor Performonce:
A Sludy of Two Librories

Rufh H. Miller ond Morfho W. Niemeier

dzcisions in acquisitions.

T
I nr nrcrsloN To sruDy vENDoR pERFoRMANce for the University of

Southern Indiana and the University of Evansville developed from each
library's need to have information for management decisions relating to
vendor speed and discounts. For these libraries, as for most others, the
spiraling inflation of the late seventies and early eighties necessitated

prices have not declined, and needs have increased.

THE Two LIBBARIES

The University of Evansville is an independent, church-related school
established in 1854; the University of Southern Indiana is a public-
supported, state school which was established in Evansville in 1965 as a
brlnch campus of Indiana State University and became independent in
1985. Currently each school enrolls about 4,000 full- and part-time stu-
dents. While most LJniversity of Southern Indiana students commute
from the immediate and five surrounding counties, the building of
apartments on campus has allowed more students from greater distances
to enroll. Most lJniversity of Evansville students come from the region
bounded by Chicago, Cincinnati, Nashville, and St. Louis. Both schools

Ruth H. Miller is Collection Development Librarian at the lJniversity of Evansville,
and Martha W. Niemeier is Collection Development Librarian at the University of
Southern Indiana.
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serve local adult students who enroll in evening classes.
While each undergraduate curriculum is distinct, both schools offer

enough similar programs to make cooperative efforts possible. On the
graduate level, however, the University of Southern Indiana is just be-
ginning its programs, whereas the university of Evansville has well es-
tablished ones. The Universitv of Evansville's book collection exceeds
200,000 volumes, with an arr.iug. growth rate of approximately 6,000
volumes per year for the past five years. The University of Southern In-
diana's library collection exceeds 135,000 volumes, with an average
growth rate of approximately 3,000 volumes per year for the past five
years. Both have annual book budgets that cover funds for faculty re-
quests as well as for library-initiated orders for reference materials, ret-
rospective materials, standing orders, and general and interdisciplinary
purchases.

The changes involved in implementing automated systems make re-
assessment of all procedures necessary, including those for dealing with
vendors. During 1986-87 the Universityof Southern Indianalibrary in-
troduced an automated online checkout system (GEAC) with the expec-
tation of eventually including an online catalog and an integrated acqui-
sitions system. At the University of Evansville during 1985 and 1986, an
integrated online system (NOTIS) was introduced for cataloging, acqui-
sitions, and serials, with circulation to be added in 1987.

OnIcrN oF THE Sruov

Both libraries have a policy of not duplicating materials, since neither
has a budget permitting multiple orders of the same title for more than
an occasional, extraordinary classroom need. Both, however, do order
many of the same titles for iheir respective core collections. In 1984 we
considered the possibility of using the same major vendor and negotiat-
ing a discount based on the combined budgets, possibly resulting in in-
creased discounts for both libraries. Due to the new automation projects,
we decided that a test of the vendors' quality of service and costs would
be useful for several reasons. Therefore, we decided to test vendors by
ordering the same titles at the same time and comparing the results.

We chose to study four vendors specializing in serving academic li-
braries and providing university press titles: Bmery-Pratt, Blackwell
North America, Scholarly Book Center, and Midwest Library Service.
All titles ordered were current imprints (1984-85), primarily from uni-
versity presses (about 47 Vo) and well established publishers (41 %); A-
rnost L2Vo of the titles were from small presses, associations, foreign or
specialty publishers. The test was not meant for extraordinary orders,
but for the typical order from these two libraries-current imprint and
standard academic titles which should be easily acquired. Books were
chosen from standard reviewing sources, mainly from Librar2 Journal,
Choice, Directions, and lists of titles selected for inclusion in Essay and Gen-
eral Literature Index. These are sources on which both libraries have relied
in the past, so such orders would have been sent anyway but at different
times by each library. They were coordinated, however, as to date sent,
specific titles ordered, and vendor chosen. Seventeen batches oforders
were sent betweenJanuary and October 1985, all titles having been veri-
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fied in Books in Print and/or OCLC. Batches averaged forty-nine titles,
but each batch contained a different number, the lowest being twenty-
two (eleven per library) and the highest, seventy-six (thirty-eight per li-
brary).

The frrst orders were sent out inJanuary 19B5 to the same vendor to
see if the University of Southern Indiana's use of an automated system
would invalidate the study. It used the OCLC acquisitions subsystem
for all of its orders, while the University of Evansville used a manual
ordering system. The major difficulty envisioned was that the time dif-
ference might be too great for accurate comparison. After checking with
OCLC on its procedures, we found that we could time our transmis-
sions/mailings to avoid any advantage one system might have over the
other. Evansville mailed orders on the same day Southern Indiana's or-
ders were mailed from OCLC. Having determined that this need not be
a problem, we went to the next step, sending the same titles to different
vendors on the same dav.

Each vendor received all types ofsubjects, prices, and publishers. In
each order titles were balanced for type of publisher (university presses,
major trade publishers, small and specialty presses); general subject
matter (science, social sciences, arts, humanities, general reference);
and cost. Total batch costs were between $400 and $800. For this study
we sent 836 orders (418 titles from each library), almost 10% ofour com-
bined annual acquisitions-20g orders' each to Midwest, BNA, Schol-
arly, and Emery-Pratt (not listed in this order on the tables and f,rgures).
We kept records of each title; order number; fund (subject); publisher;
date ordered; date received (or canceled); price placed (list price); price
paid; discount; and back-order or other status-report information.

THE RESULTS

An examination of fulfrllment rates shows that vendor 3 provided the
highest percentage of ordered titles and vendor 1 provided the lowest
percentage. The receipt rate shown in table 1 and figure 1 demonstrates
that most orders (85.8%)were received within 120 days. Our combined
average time from order to receipt was 65 days, but when the data are

or:i ly 47.4% at 60 days and at 90 days, 7B.l%. Bell found 41 working
days (57-58 days) was the average time from order date to receipt.'Ven-
dor 3 met Bell's standard and surpassedlUden's, but from the other
three vendors we did not find delivery time improved over those studies.
Thus vendor 3 provided the greatest number of titles and provided them
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TABLE 1
Trve RequrnED FoR Fur,rrr,r.uenr oF ORDERS

Number
of Days

Vendor I Vendor 2 Vendor 3 Vendor 4
No. % No. % No. % No. 7o

Total
No. %

0-30 18
3r-60 46
61-90 72
91-120 23
121-  150 5
1 5 1 - 1 8 0  I
Over 181 4
Not Received 40
Totals 209

8 . 6  1 0
22.0 75
34.4 B6
1 1 . 0  1 1
2 . 4  1
0 . 5  7
1 . 9  0

1 9 . 1  1 9
209

4 . 8  1 5
35.9  136
4 l . t  2 4
5 . 3  1 4
0 . 5  7
3 . 3  3

0 5
9 . 1  5

209

7 .2  +
65.1  92
1 1 . 5  7 5
6 . 7  1 6
3 . 3  1 0
1 . 4  0
2 . 4  1
2 . 4  1 1

209

1 . 9  + 7  5 . 6
+4.0 3+9 +r.7
35.9 257 30.7
7  .6  64  7 .6
4 . 8  2 3  2 . 7

0  1 1  1 . 3
0 . 5  1 0  1 . 2
5 .3  75  9 .0

836

VENDOR SPEED

140

120

1 0 0

80
N0. B00Ks

60

40

20

o
30 60 90 120 150

NO. DAYS
180 210 Not  Rec 'd .

f,ach category signifies a fange of time, e g , 1-30 days, 31-50 days, etc

I  =Vendo rNo .1  f f i  =Vendo rNo .2  f f i  =Vendo rNo .3  E  =Vendor l l o  +

Figure I
Vendor Speed: Column Graph

four tit les, oi 5.3%, were received after 120 days.'This performance
suggests to us the advisability of canceling after six months, or even
sooner, and reordering those few individual titles still needed from an-
other vendor. Our experience with one category further supports this.
Of the twenty British titles not received by at least one library, only four
were not received by both. The fact that sixteen were received by one
library, indicated that the titles were available if vendors had made suf-
frcient effort to acquire them.
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Slight advantages may be achieved by such factors as knowing which
day of the week is the best day for each vendor to receive orders. Also it is
important to check the library profrle regularly with the vendor, as both
library and vendor procedures may have changed; this possibility rr,ay

day 46. Days 60 and 61 are the ones to notice, since they fall into separate
categories. Some title pairs ordered from two vendors were received
within a few days of each other-one of each pair falling into the
31-60-day delivery period, while the other fell into the 61-90-day pe-
riod. We believe one likely reason for this is the ordering and shipping
differences among the vendors.

The discount charts (see table 2 and frgure 2) indicate differences for
each vendor. The most typical discount fell into the 6-10% category
(29 .+% of titles), with net and 57o next. Only L0.9% of orders were dis-
counted at 12% or higher. We found that the vendors are giving the dis-
counts previously negotiated, but that the discounts vary signifircantly
between libraries: the same title nearly always appeared in its appropri-
ate category for each vendor and for each library, but the discount rate in
paired titles varied by as much as 57o. For example, on thirty-six title
pairs both vendors charged net, which is itself a highly variable amount,
but typically there was signifrcant variation in vendor pricing. In a few
instances when the same title was ordered by both libraries from the
same vendor, there was some variation in price, possibly due to one copy
being in a vendor's stock and another being ordered at a higher price. In
a comparison of title pairs, vendor 1 charged the higher price 8.5% of
the time; vendor 2 charged rnore 75.87o of the time; vendor 3,29.3% of
the time; and vendor +, 36.7 7o of the time. The higher percentages for

TABLE 2
Vwoon DrscouNrs

Discount
Vendor I

No. 7o
Vendor2 Vendor3 Vendor4 Total

No. Vo No. % No. % No. %

Net
r -s%
6-10%
t t - 1 5 %
16-20%
2 r - 2 5 %
26-30%
3r -s5%
Over 357o
Not Received
Totals

17B
17+
2+6
75
0

28
1 2
r2
36
75

836

40
9 1
1 6
5 1
0
0
0
0
0

1 1
209

39
20

134
0
0
0

1 1
0
0
5

209

96
0

23
2+
0
0
0

1 2
35
1 9

209

J

63
73
0
0

28
1
0
1

+0
209

1 . 4
3 0 . 1
34.9

0
0

13.4
0 . 5

0
0 . 5

1 9 . 1

+5.9
0

I 1 . 0
1 1 . 5

0
0
0

J . t
16.7
9 . 1

18.6
9 .6

6+.1
0
0
0

5 . 3
0
0

2 . 4

1 9 . 1
+3.5

t . b

24.+
U
0
0
0
0

5 . 3

21.3
20.8
29.4
9 . 0

0
3 . 3
1 . 4
r . 4
4 . 3
9 .0
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DlscouNTs

N0. B00Ks

140

120

100

80

60

40

20

o
15 20 25
PERCENTAGE

30 35 over 355

Each category signifies a range of discor,rnts, e.g., O - 4%. 5 - gTo. etc .

I  =VendorNo I  f f i  =VendorNo.z f f i l  =VendorNo.3 [ l ] l  =VendorNo.4

vendor orr."l"fil1%ttumn Graph

ceived at net, versus 7.4% for vendor I and lB.6% and 19. lVo for ven-

while primarily concerned with vendor service in the main areas of
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or difficult-to-locate books. One of the four vendors adds surcharges,
which the others absorb into their overall costs. While this practice is
undoubtedly fair, in that it causes libraries ordering materials which are
difficult or."p.ttiiue to acquire to pay for a service other libraries do not
require, it is in item to coniider w[en evaluating a vendor's overall per-

VENDOR SPEED

300

No. B00Ks 2OO

too

o

: i

? . 9

i ./.1

30 60 120 t50
NO. DAYS

f  80 2lO Not Rec'd.

Eactt calegory signifies a range of time, e.g.. I - 30 da)ts. 3l - 60 days. erc

O = University of Soulbern Indiana

Il =UniversityofEvansville O =Combined

Figure 3
Vendor Speed: Line Graph
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andz, some elusive item in the libraries' profiles, or possibly some corre-
lation between the reports and the rate oivendor speed uni fnlfill*.trt.
over?!I, vendor 3 consistently ranked highest in all areas of service to
both libraries.

CoNcr,usroN

than comparative purposes (see frgures 3 and 4). The nature of the study

DISCOUNTS

N0. B00Ks

35 over 35

Each category signifies a range of discor.rnrs. e.g.. O - q%. % - g%. etc.

I = Universiry of Southern Indiana

I = Uni'versity of Evans\rille O = Combined

vendor nirl'iffi ,4r,ine Graph
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frndings provide strong supportive data for management decisions in ac-

quisit ions.

1 .

1 .

5 .

2 .

REFERENCES AND NOTES

Davis suggests 100 titles per vendor as a minimrrm; we conside,red th_at should be

doubled i'n"a comparativeitudy. See Mary Byrd Davis, "Model for a Vendor_Study
in a Manual or SemlAutomafed Acquisiiions System," Library Acquisitions: Practiee
and Theory 3:53-60 (1979).
Robert Lincoln, ,Vendors and Delivery: An Analysis of Selected Publishers,
Publisher/Agents, Distr ibutors, and Wholesalers," Canadian Library Journal
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Fifteen Yeors of Automqtion:
Evolution of Technicol Services
Stoffing

Koren L. Horny

TrN ANy DlscussroN oF LTBRARY AUTOMATToN one questron ls sure to anse:
does automating save money? Where technical services operations are
concerned, this question must be viewed primarily in terms of staffrng.
It is commonly accepted that automation allows efficient and accurate
sharing of bibliographic information, but the extent to which it leads to
savings in staff time or enables a less expensive staffing configuration has
been a matter of some debate. In part because of the natural tendency
not to relinquish budgeted staff positions, but to try instead to do addi-
tional tasks with existing personnel, the number of staff is often not re-
duced after introducing automation, although assignments may be sub-
stantially altered. It has also been observed that new automation-related

Because automation often costs significant amounts for equipment
and operations, considerable savings in salaries may be needed to bal-
ance tlre new expenses. Given the complexity of the issues and the time
required to observe the extended effects of automation, few libraries
have had an opportunity to assess the direct results of relying upon com-
puter support for local operations. Northwestern's decade and a half of
experience provides an unusually long-term view.

Although Northwestern University's use of an integrated automation

Karen L Horny is Assistant University Librarian for Technical Services at Northwest-
ern Universitv Librarv.
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system has effected changes in all areas oflibrary service, this discussion
focuses specifrcally on staffrng alterations in the ' 'classic'' technical ser-
vices areas of acquisitions, serials control, and cataloging. Over the span
of fifteen years of computer-supported operations, Northwestern has
taken actions that have led to significant positive results for both the li-
brary's budget and services. We have been able to make moderate re-
ductions in the size of the technical services staff, more than offsetting an
associated rise in a number of position-classifrcation levels. Several pro-
fessional positions have been relinquished, as well as some half-dozen
support-staff slots. At the same time, we have been able to process some-
what more material and provide more rapid and higher-quality biblio-
graphic control.

REORGANIZATION FOR AUTOMATION

The library implemented NOTIS (Northwestern Online Total Inte-
grated System) technical services applications on October 4, 197 I. For
several years prior to implementation and during the subsequent time
that automated support for processing has been fully operational, tech-
nical services operations have been closely and almost continually ana-
lyzed.'In 1967 the library hired a systems analyst to begin a thorough
review of manual procedures and to develop a plan for automation appli-
cations. The Technical Services Division at that time consisted of the
Order Department, Catalog Department, and Bindery and General
Services Department. Serials were processed along with monographic
materials. "General Services" encompassed marking and physical
"end processing" of items as well as receiving and mail services for the
entire library. Mail handling shifted to a newly formed Administrative
Services Division in 1970, leaving a Bindery and Marking Department
in Technical Services (see frgure 1).

THr, Srnrars DepenrMrxr

In anticipation of both a new building and a new computer support
system, the library administration planned an initial reorganization of
various operations. In Technical Services this led to the formation of two
new departments: Serials and Search. The Serials Department received
responsibility for acquisitions but not cataloging functions for periodi-
cals. Formation of the department was at least partially a result of a
planned serials record-conversion project (begun in 1970, following the
move into the library's new main building) and in anticipation of online
serials control operations. Identifying staffing responsibility for this sig-
nificant alteration in operations was an important factor in the adminis-
trative decision to form a separate department.

Trre SnencH Dnpanrueur

Creation of the Search Department was even more clearly related to
automation planning, since from the beginning NOTIS was intended to
operate as a fully integrated acquisition and processing support system.
During previous manual operations, there were two separate groups of
searchers, one doing pre-order work in the Order Department and the
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NOR1HWESTERN UNIVERS ITY LI BRARY
Technical Services Division

1970

2 prcfessionals 3 prcfessionals

8.67 support  staff  10.5 support  staff 6

professlonals 12 professionals .5 professional*

support  staff*  23 support  staff*  2.8 support  staffm

ToTALS 19.5 Drofessionals
50.97 support staff

Serials Dept.
(Acquisi t ions)

*Includes 2 support stafflocated in Science-Engineering branch.**Includes 2 support staff located in School of Management branch.* * *Does not include .5 professional and 5. 7 support staff in binding unit that became
part of a newly formed Conservation Department in the Collection Management Divi-
sion in 1982.

Figure 1
Organization Chart I

other providing pre-cataloging data in the Catalog Department. We de-
termined not only that many of the searching steps were partly redun-
dant but also that when a single online record would be used, first for
acquisition of an item and later for cataloging, it was important to have
the most accurate and complete descriptive data available as early in the
process as possible. Given that assumption, it made sense to gather all
the searchers together into one unit. To ensur€ that appropriate balance
would be maintained between pre-order and pre-cataloging search ser-
vices, this unit was established as an independent department. The im-
portance of earliest and fullest access to accurate bibliographic informa-
tion was reinforced yet again when public use of the online catalog was
implemented and all library users were able to benefit from technical
services work from the beginning of the actual order processing. Because
maintaining consistency of entries is the only way to ensure effective ac-
cess to the data, searching has continued to require significant amounts
of staff attention in order to provide the best user service.

As years passed and experience resulted in clear understanding and
acceptance of the search unit's multiple responsibilities, it became possi-
ble to reconsider justifrcation for the decision to maintain a sepzrrate de-
partment. In_1978 the Search and Order departments were merged to
form the Acquisitions Department, the two former departments retain-
ing their identity as sections.

AN AurovarroN CooRDTNAToR AND A Dera Cnnren

Just prior to the implementation of NOTIS there had been a total of
frve professional librarians and 19.17 support staffworking in the Search
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and Order departments. While planning occurred for the introduction
of automation, one librarian was assigned responsibility for training
staff and developing documentation. She was soon asked to coordinate
all automation procedures for Technical Services and, eventually, to as-
sume responsibility for more extensive procedural and training assis-
tance as public services personnel, including bibliographers and branch
library staff, became dependent on the computer system. Her position
moved out of the Search Section when she was asked to include among
her duties overall supervision of operations for the library's Data Cen-
ter, a newly formed department in Technical Services. At that time,
1972, NOTIS was operating on a computer shared with the university's
Administrative Data Processing. The room in the new main library
building that had been designed to house a dedicated computer was in-
stead occupied by the first cluster of terminals-six IBM 2740 units
much like teletype machines-on which all of Technical Services' mono-
graph acquisition and cataloging automation-supported. activities were
performed. Three staffmembers from the former typing unit of the Cat-
alog Department received full-time assignments in the Data Center,
while others from the Order and Catalog departments were assigned in
shifts as terminal operators, and evening schedules, primarily for stu-
dent assistants, were arranged.

In 1974 video display terminals (VDTs) were installed and, as addi-
tional equipment was acquired, the units were distributed into the Or-
der and Catalog departments. The library obtained its own computer in
L979 and a library assistant at a high position-classification level, work-
ing in the Data Center, developed an interest in programming and was
reassigned outside Technical Services to the library's Information Sys-
tems Development Offrce (ISDO) in 1981. Subsequently, the remaining
two nonprofessional positions in the Data Center assumed more
hardware-related responsibilities and left the division in 1982 to report
to ISDO. With that redefinition of responsibilities, Data Center ceased
its existence as a Technical Services department. As automation activi-
ties became ever more pervasive throughout all divisions of the library
and the procedures coordinator's responsibilities expanded, it became
less and less appropriate to have this position continue to reside in Tech-
nical Services. In 1985 a formal proposal was developed to recognize of-
ficially the broader services already being provided and to move the po-
sition to a newly formed general automation support group.

CTTAICES IN STAFFING PATTEBNS
Srnrr Rnoucrrons axo ReessrcNMENTS

Primarily as a result of automation-related economies, it became pos-
sible by 1982 to eliminate a second professional position from the Acqui-
sitions Department in a reallocation of resources beyond the Technical
Services Division. Early in 1985 it also became feasible to convert one
professional slot into a high-level library assistant position. Although
there are currently 18. 1 7 support staffin Acquisitions, only one less than
worked in this area prior fo automation, a substantial cost savings in this
processing activity has resulted from the relocation, reclassification, and
elimination of three professional positions.
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. With the passage of time, considerable evolution has also taken place
in the other Technical Services departments. The Bindery and Maiking
Department went out of existence when its functions were divided bel

Technical Services. In the meantime (1980), Serials Cataloging, histori-
cally a separate unit within the Catalog Department, became part of an
expanded Serials Department. The rationale for this decision was

serials acquisitions, serials cataloging, and marking staff was 4.5 profes-
sionals and 13 support staff (including two serials clerks located in the
science branch libraries). In 1985-86 the total was 3.33 librarians and 10

Automation-related savings in acquisitions activities were identified
in a divisionwide reassessment that resulted in the ability to shift staffing
resources and establish an additional professional cataloging position for
Africana, an area of special and growing interest at Nortliwestern. Of
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Posrnoll Recr-essrrrcATloN

NOR1HWESTERN UNIVERS IIY LI BRARY
Technical Services Division

1985

2
18-17

professi onal s
support staff

p ro fess iond ls
support staff 20.27

TOTALS I7
'45-44

professional s
support staff

professional s
support staff

C a t a l o g  D e P t .

( i n c l u d i n g  n a r k i n g )

S e r i a l s  D e p t .

(Acquisit ion & cataloging)

Figure 2
Organization Chart II
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compensation has helped us to hire a particularly f,rne caliber of staff,
who have contributed especially well tolhe fullest utilization of automa-
tion and the improved efficiency of library service.

ASSESSING SEVTNCS

TABLE 1
Nontrrwesrun N Ihrvnnsrry LrsRAny TecHurcar, Senvrcns Drvrsror:l

Supponr Srerr PosrrroNs

Position
Classifrcation*

Number Total Number Total
1985-86 Positions Equivalent Positions Equivalent

Base Salaries 1970-71 Base Salaries 1985-86 Base Salaries
L C I
LC II
LC III
A C I
AC II
Sec I
L A I
LA II
D A I
LA III

$ 1 0 , 3 1 6
10,992
12,+30
72,430
l+,192
r+,192
74,192
15,210
1  5 , 2  1 0
18,635 18,635

. o l

24
1 1 . 6

1
+

45.44

9,509
340,609
176,436
15,210
74,540

fi66+,57 +

3 $ 30,948
2 21,964

12.5 155,375
1 12,430
| 14,192
1 1+,192

24.47 347,278
5 76,050

I  $ 1 0 , 3 1 6
1 10,992
1 . 1 7  1 + , 5 4 3
1.  12 ,430

1
50.97 $691,064

. 
-!C = Library Clerk; AC : Accounting Clerk; Sec = Secretary; LA = Library

Assistant; DA = Department Assistant
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narily diffrcult and will not be attempted here.
Perhaps even more notable than the economies resulting from staffing

reductions in technical services are the signifrcant increase in the quality
of work and the improvement in both public and staff access to biblio-
graphic information, and to the materials themselves that have resulted
from the application of automation during the past frfteen years' Imme-

RETERENcES

(Winter I9B3).



Pfonning q COM Cotolog
for the St. Poul Compus Librqries

Peggy Johnson

This paper describes the process ttsed at the (Jniuersit2 of Minnesota-St. Paul
Cgmpus Libraries to proaide a public COM canlog, inciuding discussion of the
planning and problem soluing that resulted in its successful inlroduction.

T
r He ronc-TERM co.tr of the lJniversitv of Minnesota Libraries is to

in plice, individual administrative
have been free to choose alternative

:T,f, :illl l,lh J,ll'J?ff ',#"d::
re COM catalog for its inteiim for-

mat. This paper describes the process of successfuflj' implementing this
catalog.

The St. Paul Campus Libraries, an administrative unit of the lJniver-
sity- of Minlesota Libraries) serve the College of Agriculture, Forestry,
and Home Economics and the College of Biological Sciences. In addi-

:s a technical services unit. there are
mistry; Entomology, Fisheries, and
; Veterinary Medicine; and the An-
collection consists of approximately
held in the central library. Approxi-

mately 7,500 volumes are added to the collections each year. There is a
y"igl catalog in the central library, while the card catalogs in each sub-
ject library include only the records for that location.
. Flolq 1977 through 1981, St. Paul Campus Libraries (SPCL) used

the OCLC databaseTor current cataloging; itt;utrrruty 198) the rrttit b.-
gan using RLIN.. A major reason for this change was the greater ease of
revrewing, revising, and updating local records in the RLIN environ-
ment. gy tf. sp{ng of 1983, the number of titles cataloged totaled ap-
proximately 126,500 of which 66,168 or 52.37o were in machinl-
readable form. Most of the machine-readable records were OCLC
(56,925 or B^6^Vo), with only 9,243 or 14Vo being RLIN records. Sixty
percent or 39,901 entries were retrospective conversion records. Ail

lgggyJohttsott is Head of Technical Services, St. Paul Campus Libraries, University of
Minnesota.
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monograph entries with imprints of 1960 or later were in the machine-
readable database.

The COM catalog was the logical interim format for SPCL for four
reasons. First, it would serve as an interim catalog between the current
card catalogs and a planned libraries-wide online catalog. Secondly, it
would provide a union catalog in locations that previously had only local
catalogs. Third, it would eventually serve as a backup catalog after the
installation of the online catalog, as recommended by Boss and Mar-
crrm.'And lastly, it would provide an opportunity to review records in
the machine-readable files, especially the retrospective conversion rec-
ords that had never been visually checked.

There were four phases in reaching the goal: (a) planning; (b) produc-
ing the COM; (c) problem solving with a "pilot" COM catalog for staff
use; and (d) providing a COM catalog for public use.

PLANNING THE SPCL COM CEINI.OC

The appointment of a project manager was the crucial f,rrst step. Ide-
ally, this person would be in charge from the earliest possible moment
until the product was accepted for full use and might be involved in on-
going maintenance as well. The head of the project would need technical
expertise, managerial skill, and the ability to conceptualize problem so-
lutions. Management l iterature suggests there are three possible
choices: a functional manager, a special project manager, or a general
manager, with specif,rc responsibilities assigned to experienced staff
members. Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. The
functional manager may be expert in specifying the objectives to be met
by the product, since it will be used by his or her staff, but additional
responsibilities may be a burden. If a special project manager is avail-
able within the organization, this person can often bring needed objec-
tivity and the ability to see beyond current applications and procedures
to the project as a whole, but cannot be expected to have as great a stake
in the outcome as the functional manager. In the case of a general man-
ager, dividing responsibility among several individuals will allow differ-
ent kinds of expertise to be brought to bear, but coordinating these ef-
forts can be a real problem, especially if the general manager is already
overburdened.'

Any of these approaches might have been adopted for the project. Pos-
sible project managers included the director of SPCL Technical Services
(a functional manager); the University Libraries' RLIN liaison (serves
as manager of a number of projects related to automated records); and
the director of SPCL (a general manager). The head of Technical Ser-
vices was chosen as the project manager because she had the technical
expertise and historical experience with SPCL needs and because her
unit would have ongoing responsibility for the maintenance of the COM
catalog.

With a project manager chosen, the next step was the appointment of
an advisory committee. Its members were chosen to represent a variety
of potential users and to provide technical expertise. Members were the
head of Public Services. the head of the Central Reference unit. abranch
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librarian, the COM manager of the university's Biomedical Library,
and the University Libraries RLIN liaison, with the SPCL project man-
ager serving as chair.

The SPCL director charged the advisory committee with reporting its
recommendations on five facets of the project: timetable for implemen-
tation; physical description of the COM; description of the SPCL
machine-readable bibliographic data frles; education of staff and pa-
trons; planning of the service areas (staff and patron). Subsequently,
five subcommittees were created to examine these issues.

The three objectives identified by the advisory committee represented
individual and service unit viewpoints but were not mutually exclusive.
A COM was desirable because it would improve physical access to the
catalog by locating union catalogs at all SPCL service points; provide
records in an easily reviewed format for subsequent quality control; fa-
cilitate redirection of labor associated with maintaining a card catalog to
other tasks in Technical Services and in the special subject libraries.

Boss and Marcum point out that a library does not lecessarily save
money by switching from cards to an alternative format.'Maintaining a
card catalog is labor intensive and, thus, expensive. Establishing and
maintaining a new catalog is also costly. However, the advantage is that
SPCL would be getting greater return on their investment. Branch li-
brary staff would be completely freed from all catalog maintenance.
Technical Services staff would spend the time previously devoted to ma-
nipulating cards to enlarging and improving the quality of a machine-
readable data frle. The immediate result would be a quality COM, the
ultimate aim a quality local online catalog.

To prepare the final report in a timely fashion and to share responsi-
bility for its content, each of the five subcommittees prepared a prelimi-
nary report on one facet of the project on which the director wished to
have recommendations. The preliminary reports were to include, where
applicable, information and definitions, options with pros and cons, and
recommendations.

The committee chair compiled a bibliography of twenty-two informa-
tive publications and maintained a master f,rle of published articles. Rel-
evant reports from earlier IJniversity I.ibraries planning committees
were also collected and made available.. Subcommittees explored their
assigned topics with other staff, both to gather and to share information.
Philip Schwarz has stressed such interaction as important in developing
and maintaining librarywide support.'

A timetable served as an outline of the methodology the library would
follow. It provided a step-by-step description of what needed to be done
to accomplish the project objective-installing a COM catalog for public
use. This detailed description was initially assigned a time frame cover-
ing eighteen months. Several parts of the planning process could occur
simultaneously as long as preceding steps had been accomplished in se-
quence. The time line was designed early in the planning process; as the
project moved toward completion, the committee modified it. Figure I
presents the revised timetable, which was expanded from eighteen to
twenty-four months. The advisory committee inserted a six-month pe-
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TI}TETABLE

I. PIANIITG
A. Itoject Planning

1. Identify project nanager.
2. Identify advisory comittee.
3. List objectives to b rEt by product.
4. Ibscribe product use by prblic and technical services,

ard relationship to products currently used.
5. Specify product budget and identify budgetary limitations.

B. Product lbscription
I. Determine products reeded and proposed production schedule.
2. DeterrnirE physical characteristics of microform.
3. Describe content and layout of nicrofrom catalog.
4. Prepare exanples of record layout with display of local data.

C. Education for Staff
r.T;6G-nFffijEAiIiA of the project.
2. Present product description.
3. Plan a program of staff participation in user education.

D. Staff Area Preparation
I. Determine equipnent, supplies and furniture required.
2. Determire number, t$E, and location of work areas.
3. EValuate sites for electrical and conmunication requireflents.

E. Service Area Preparation
l. Determire equilxrent, supplies, and furniture required.
2. DetermirE nunber, t1pe, ard location of service areas.
3. EValuate sites for electrical and cormunication requirerpnts.

II. PRoIIJCTICN
A. File Conversion

1.8?iEe-',ex-is-Ang files to be used in coM generation.
2. Identify additional files to b converted and/or future record categories

for CO't (e.9. acquisitions records, cross references).
3. C'eneraLe consoliclaLed database of recordsi convert to tunogeneous format.
4. Set up procedure for storage and uldate of master database tape.
5. Identify manigrlations and/or special treatnent vendor should provide.

B. Written Secif ications
1. Assemble request for proposal.
2. Solicit vendor bids.
3. Evaluate bids curparing alternatives.
4. Chose venJor and regotiate @ntract.
5. Send specificatiors to vendor.

C. Pilot @lt
l.EffiIe tape to vendor.
2. RevieH test printout.
3. Revise qrecifications; request dranges.
4. Request ard revieriu subsequent test printouts.
5. Serd all tapes to vendor.
6. Orchr pilot OOtl.
7. Ccrnplete staff siLe preparation and equipnent setup.
8. Install pilot @,1 and @in staff education.
9. Check pilob 0.t for production problems anJ bibliographic errors; reguest

vendor productim chanqes and online record updating.
III. IIrlPIllt{BITAfION
A. Final Preparation

I. Coplete pblic service site preparation and equitrnent setup.
2. Assign responsibilities for service area upkeep.
3. Ibvelop alternatives for use during equipnent do\rrntirp.
4. PrelEre nens releases and prblic r:elations information.

B. Installation
I. Order ClM for prblic use.
2. Install CoM.
3. Begin patron education program.

Figure 1
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re available for staff use and the card

Ianagement literature recommends
cial wav to ease conversion to a new

frequency of production, filing con-
film, film type, polarity, filing ratio
sory commiitee recommended a C(
needs.

:lable frles drew on internal docu-

) and RLIN cataloging subsYstems
retrospective conversion project- In

formalion on both f,tles as a result of

)ClC-generated taPes into.RLIN'
e in two sets: taPes contarnrng rec-

ords converted from OCLC to RLIN format and a set of monthly trans-

;;;;t.p", produced by RLIN. The subcommittee decided that the

COV1 sht"lci initially consist of the machine-readable cataloging rec-

orJ, ut ailuble on tapJs from the bibliographic utilities at the time of pro-

J.r.tiott. The subcommittee also strongly recommended further retro-

spective conversion.-'Th; 
.arr.utio" subcommittee addressed two broad areas: staff and pa-

tron education. The preface to its r'

tent of instructional materials woult
tics of the COM, its relationshiP t
microform readers to be used. The'
educated in a series of meetings, tht
meetings would take the form o
tion/aniwer sessions. Topics to be

coM (inclusions and exclusions), filing conventions, effect of closing

,fr. .li-..,J"s,-ft.q".".y and contenf of COM s-uPplements'- provi-

sion of currentioll..iio" data between COM supplements' and use of

microform readers. The advisory committee wished to address staff con-

cerns as quickly and thoroughlY as
that staff involvement strengthens
in fact, instrumental in gaining pat
attempted to distribute all Pre
discusiion-staff were thus briefed
cess and the ultimate objectives for

dav Announcements," an interna
mition on an ongoing basis.

in addressiog f.ttJtr education, the subcommittee believed the most

important .o-[6".ttt -as_a p_ositive.staffattitude. Staff needed to know

,rrJ..r. stories 
-of 

otn . COM installations. The subcommittee routed

r.ti.l., by Dwyer, Rosenthal, Butler, and O'Connor that recounted

eood thinss about C-OM;;tJlgr 
"tra 

p"tron acceptance .'.tn addition,

il;;, fi;";";.r..tior, **...o'--.oi.d in three categories: initial in-
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troduction of the coM into the university community, information to
bepresented repeatedly, and directional signs.

"T.".q*: 
j*p_lementatio^neasier,_thecorn"-itt..presentedtheconcept

ol'a "pilot" coM for staff use only. once in plaie, the pilot would be
maintained parallel to the card catalog for a period of six months. This
trial period would allow staff to becom6 acquiirrted with the new catalog
format, to consider educational materials und progru-s based on an ac-
tual example of the new format, to identify .ontJttt and format errors,
and to reverse decisions at a time when changes wourd cause minimj
disruption.

This recommendation made site planning easier. The committee
chose fiche format for the pilot coM. Ail siaff locations to receive a
gOM were surveye{for equipment and wiring needs, and necessary
rtems were ordered. The co_mmittee delayed site planning for public in-
stallations until- the pilot coM was in place and 

^being 
teited: decisions

on location and type of microform reahers were contfngent on the test
results.

At this pgin!, the advisory committee's reports and recommendations
were compiled and presented to the director, who accepted them and
orscnarged the commlttee.

PRoDUcING THE coM Cerer,oc
The advisory committee chair now assumed the rore of project man-

1{.Ig"g began to address file conversion and specification prJparation.
sPCL alreadyhad-approximately 66,000 machine-readable records; the
remaining 4B7o of the collectionwas accessible only via cards. Further
retrospec_tive conversion was desirable but unlikely before coM pro-
duction. Staffwere able, however, to convert a smarifile ofname autiror-
ity cross-references made since fall 1982. These were coded and sent to
the coM vendor. cataloging staff made provisions to include new
cross-references in each COM-edition.
-. Using the.recommendations made by the advisory committee and the
file descriptions previously prepared, the project manager was able to
begrn work on the specifications. Following the advice given by
schwarz, the committei had identified services tie coM '.rendSr should
provide, appearance of the product, and content of the data SpCL
would supply.' '

After-th_e-specifications were written and reviewed, vendor bids were
solicited. MARCIVE, a coM vendor in San Antonio. was selected.

nd revised the specifications slightly. The
":ld,or 

then incorporated the changes in a second paper tJst col,l,
whrch appeared acceptable.

. InJuly qPC_L sent the vendor three OCLC archival tapes (54,235 log-
ical records) that had been converted to RLIN format uia .igt t.&
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staff sites on December 2 '

PNONT,NVT SOT,VTNC WITH A PILOT COM FOB THE STITT

The second pilot coM was much improved. All frling elements were

visible, and seieral problems with local notes were resolved'
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^ Ih. pilot CO-M approach was a success. By implementing an internal
coM frrst, staff had-the opportunity to becom. fu*iliut Jnd comfort-
able with the format. They w-ere able io plan directional signs and patron
educational materials with sufficient leid time. content ind format er-
rors were spotled and corrected. The special subject libraries found the
COM so useful as a union catalog that, despiie its test status, they
quickly made the pilot edition availlble for patron use.

PRO\TIDING A COM FOR PUBLIC USE

vices on an annual basis.
p-gtailqd planning was necessary to coordinate presentation of the

public coM. Micr6flrche reader sfands were orderld or identifred for

Though there^yerg no complaints, one point of confusion was quickly
apparent. The COM specifications called for embedding RLIN iecord
identification numbers as the first note in the bibliograp[ic record. The
purpose was to move this number as far from the call number as possi-
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ble, but some patrons still managed to take down the ID number instead

of the call rrn-b.t. Staff requesftd that the next COM edition place the

RLIN ID number as the lait data element, following all local holdings
information, separated by a blank line, and left-justified; the call num-

ber was right-jfitified. This change solved most of the patron confusion.

Suvru.nnY

readily accepted by staffand patrons.
The SPCL director, COM advisory committee, and project manager

were pleased with the success of the project. The steps followed in plan-

ning, producing, and introducing the COM catalog went a long way to-

ward ensuring its success:
State the goal clearly;
Develop shared objectives in reaching that goal;
Develop a time line;
Involve all levels of staff in the process;
Share information widely;
Be flexible.

They are worth remembering when considering other library projects.
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Sorting o Mountoin of Books

Fred W. Motthews

Mr." HAS BEEN LEARNED from major disasters on how to handle wet

and soiled books. The excellent critiial studies and research following

The intense f,rre completely destroyed the top floor of the lihrary,

which housed the reading room and the reference collection, including

statutes, reserved items,and newly received material. All volumes on

damp books were sent to a nearby gymnasium where they.were set out in

fan-like fashion to remove the strong smoke odour by drying and airing.

The contract to drv the frozen books and clean and sort all ofthe vol-

Fred W. Matthews is a consultant in paper conservation and a retired professor, School

of Library Service, Dalhousie University, Halifax, N.S.
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Crane-load of boxes to be filled with books-
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Trucks awaiting boxes from the library floor.
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ter:

9.9 Thickness
99 Aisle number
999 Stack number
AA Alpha class number
9999.99 Subject number
ZZZZZ Free form field
ZZZZZ Free form field
ZZZZZ Free form field
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Entering data from the stacks ofbooks.

processing.' 
The boies used (31 x 10 x 10 inches) were-custom-d_esigned to hold the

books which would occupy 30 inches of rhelf space. Made of heavy card-



SHELF

Books from dryer in this list

19 300 1166JX 4281, C85
20 300 1166JX +281. D23
23 300 1166JX +281. c79
12 300 1440JX 4263. .P7 R45
8 300 1442JX 4263. .P7 F8s 1970C.2
9 300 1442JX 4263. .P] J83

11 300 1442JX 4263 P7 O32C.2
14 300 1442JX +270. C73G39
2 300 2026JX 4263. .P7 872C.1

r0 300 2034JX 4263. .P7 O32 C.l
17 300 2034 JX 428t P'32
21 300 2034JX 4281 G2l
22 300 2034JX +28t. G74
15 300 2036JX 4270. C73N76
18 300 2323JX +281. 841 C.2
1 300 2392JX 4263. .P6 W93 C.2
3 300 2392JX 4263. .P7 872C.2

16 300 4428JX 4270. .G7 F8+
13 300 8065JX 4268. .L2 V97
5 300 9023JX +263. P7 D92
7 300 9048JX +263. P7 D92 C.2
6 300 11011JX 4263 P7 D92 C.l
4 300 11306JX +263. .P7 C46

99 3OO SHELF LENGTH 27.2INCHES
I  S  S  * C A L L N O -

3OO SHELP

6
7
I
9

10
l l
1 2
13
14
15
l 6
t t

1 8
l 9
20
21
22
23
99

300 2392JX 4263. .P6 W93 C.2
300 2026JX +263. P7 872C.1
300 2392JX +263. .P7 872C.2
300 1l306JX +263. .P7 C46
300 9023JX +263- P7 D92
300 11011 JX 4263. .P7 D92 C.l
300 9048JX 4263. .P7 D92C.2
300 1442JX 4263. P7 F85 1970C 2
300 t+42JX +263. .P7 J83
300 2034JX 4263. .P7 O32C.1
300 1++2JX 4263 P7 O32C.2
300 1+40JX 4263. .P7 R45
300 8065JX 4268. L2 V97
300 1442JX +270. C73G39
300 2036JX 4270. C73 N76
300 4428JX +270. -G7 F84
300 2034JX 4281. 832
300 2323JX 4281. B+1 C.2
300 1106Jx 4281. C85
300 1106JX 4281. D23
300 2034JX 4281. G21
300 2034JX +281. G74
300 1106JX +281. G79
3OO SHELFLENGTH 27 2INCHES

T H T
E E A
M L C

F K
.+.LIST FOR PICKING IN STACK ORDER+'+ +"BOOKS SHOULD BE IN THIS ORDER IN BOX"+

STACK NUMBER OF BOOK IS A COMBINATION OF AISLE NUMBER AND STACK (E G.. I 166 IS AISLE I.
STACK I66

Sorting a Mountain of Books /93

Typical "Pick List" for the E"fffil of Books in Shelflist Order

board, with double walls, the boxes were assembled without staples or
tape and thus could be reused. The 3-inch-deep box lid, of similar con-
struction, had sufficient strength to serve as a tray for sorting and inspec-
tion. The 10-inch widthwas sufficient to allow about B0% ofthebooks to
stand on edge in the box, but if this had been 11 inches, an estimated
95% of the books could have been accommodated. The numbered box
was then inserted into the lid and the whole inverted, leaving the books
standing spine-down for storage.

At the end of the "pick lists" about 2,000 books remained on the ta-
bles, representing accumulated errors in input and picking. These were
manually sorted by LC alpha-class designations and boxed to be merged
later with the ordered items when shelving. The number of books in a
box varied from B to 50 with an average oiabout 30. There were2,414
boxes, numbered and stacked 6-high, awaiting the next step.

It would be several months before shelves were available to receive the
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books, but in the meantime the books were retrievable, because there
was a computer listing showing the box number of any item. in _the collec-

tion. The books were finally back on the shelves in April 1986, eight

months after the fire.

Rrrnnnrgcns

1 . Peter Waters, Procedures Jor Saluage oJ l'l/ater-Damaged Libraryt Materia_k_(Washington,
D.C.: Library of Congr6ss, 1979j, ivatlable from Supt. of Docs., U.S. Govt' Print'
off.

2. JohnBartonandJohannaG.wellheiser, "AnouneloJPrluention.'.'AHandbookonDi-
"saster ContingencyPlanningfor Archioes, Libraries and Record Centers (Totonto: Toronto
Area Archivist Group, 1985).

3. Fred W. Matthews,-"Dalhirusie Fire," Canadian LibraryJournal 43:221-26 (A.ug'
1986).

Statement of Ownership and Management

Libra4t Resources I Technital Satices is published quarterly by the American library.Association, 50 E.

Hu.o-. St., Chicago, IL 6061 1. Annuil subscription price, $15. American Library.Association, owner;

Elizabeth i. Trt. l.ditor. Second-class postage paidit Chicago, I l l inois. Printed in U.S.A. As a non-

profit organization authorized to mail at special raies (Section152.122, PostalSoaiceManuatl, the purpose,

iunctionl and nonprofit status of this organization and the exempt status for federal income tax purPoses

have not changed during the preceding twelve months

Extent and Nature of Circulation

Slatmnl of Ownershib, Manalmenl and Citulalion
(PS form :SZO, D.. .  1985,1 f6r 1986 f i led with rhe

iJnited States Post Office Postmaster in Chicago,

September 30. 1986
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a A 2 .-Uear? 
Uitao:

1. Size ofbudget.

?. V." of approval plans and percentage of budget spent on them.
3. Pattern ofpublishing in the subject, e.g. university presses, research in-

stitutes, societies, foreign presses, etc.-
4. Types of book reviewing media, e.g. are there one or two major review-

rng sources or must many sources be used.
5. Extent the program is involved in non-book material.

. R_esponse from: Bonita Bryant, Head, Collection Deaelopment Department, (Jniaer-
si4t Libraria, State uniuersity oJ Neu York at Albany. -I am pleased that my article
has stimulated Mr. Hein2kill's deliberations 

-and 
alternative propori. Ho*-
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tioners whose efforts are governed by those methods.
I look forward to comrriunications'in this vein from as many sources as possi-

ble to help us address this important issue.

Klossner, Michael. "In Wisconsin, the Natives Are Restless-Over Dewey Changes,"
Technical i t ies 5:14-15 (June 1985); 5:7-9 (Aug. 1985); 5:13-15 (Oct. 1985); 5:9-10
(Dec. 1985).

And a few addenda to DaleAVilson's useful list of 1984-85 thesauri:
EnergyDataBase: Sub'jectThesaurus. OakRidge, TN: TechnicallnformationCenter, U.S.

Dipt. of Energyl 1984. 979p. 25,000"entries, from A-BOMB SURVIVORS to
ZYMOSAN. . .  .
' 'This structured vocabulary reflects the scope of DOE's research, development, and

technological programs.
ILO Thesaurus. 3rd ed. Geneva, International Labour Offrce, 1985. 463p.

A trilingual vocabulary in 2 parts. "Part I contains 3 separate English, French, and
Spanish alphabetical KWOC .-. . indexes. . . . Part 2 is a systematic display of all de-
scriptors grouped in . . . 19 major subject areas. . "
Viitret, free.Eot Studies Thesaizs. Re'vised ed. Los Angeles, CA: 1985. 76p. . . .
National Crimina[Justice Thesaurus. 1984 mid-yeared. Rockville, MD.: National lnstitute

ofJustice, 1984.264p.
. . . Especially rich in scope notes and defrnitions. . .

Plus two dictionaries that should prove helpful to catalogers as sources of both

specialized terms and cross-references to standard descriptors:

Abel, Ernest L. A Dictionnryt of Drug Abuse Tenns and Tenninologlt. Westport, CT: Green-
wood Press, 1984. 187p. .  .  .

Kramarae, Cheris and Paula A. Treichler . A Feminist Dictionar!. Boston: Pandora Press,
1 9 8 5 . 5 8 7 p . . . .
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INSTRUCTIONS TO AI]TIIORS

Please follow these procedures for manuscripts to be submitted to LibrarL Re-
sources 8 Technical Seraices:

1. Submit original,. unpubJishe{ articles only. Do not submit manuscripts
being considered fof publication elsewheie. Articles of four to six thou-
sand words on subjects ofinterest to technical services librarians are pre-
ferred.

2. write the article in a. grammatically -correct, simpre, readabre styre. Re-
member that the auth-or is responsible for the u.irrury of all statements
in the article.

The fictitious examples, below illustrate the preferred style.
1. Robert Gardner andJulia Rowe, "A practical Meth'od of Automatic

119:ai.r g, " L i b rary Ris our c es I Te c hni c al S era ic e s Z I :284- 9g (July/Sept.
1987).

2. Neville A. Fisher and others, publishing patterns oJ the Next Decade, Li-
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braries of the Future, V.2 (Westport, Conn': Coronada Univ' Pr' '
1986).

3.  Ib id. ' ,  P.194'
+. Mi.ftuirf R. Culver, "Cataloging at Home with a Microcomputer"'

in Technical Seruices'To*ooowi Piceedings oJ a Colloquium.,on March 13'-ibaa, 
.a. charles R. Datum (chicago:-American Library Assn.,

1989),  P.205-25.
5. Gardner and Rowe, "A Prac
6. To Anne QuoddY, "Problen

"Space Shutt1e," in Technical S
1 1. Send- three complete copies of yc

illustrative material (see also instr
itor, LRTS, Simmons College G
tion Science, 300 The FenwaY, I
tors may send one coPY onlY.-l
refereest and editor's review. M
companied by a self-addressed envelope, large enougn a

cieni postage'for the return of all copies'
Th" tRi$;[i,..ili"in* i" gen.ral followi the GuitulinesJor Authors, Editors and

Fitt;rt rrc of fiturature in tfu Liirary and Inforrnation Field, adopted-by the American

Lil;;;; AG.i"ii." Cr"".if i" ises arid available from the ALA Executive of-

fi;;;. ili;;;uiil" uuo"t copyright policies also is available at ALA Headquar-

ters.

INDEX TO ADWRTISERS

ALA
ALANET
Ambassador Books
Baker & Taylor
Blackwell North America

DATALIB/Sigma Data Services
Corporation

EBSCO
Forest Press
Gale Research
Livia Press
OCLC
Percon
AlbertJ. Phiebig
K. G. Saur
H. W. Wilson

r04
100
100
1 0 1

2d cover

3d cover

r02
99

4th cover
99

2
99

100
1
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PERCON@ E.Z.READER*
F A S T . A C C U R A T E . R U G G E D

NO SOFTWARE CHANGES wirh PCIXT/AT.
AT&I 6300/7300, Terevrdeo 905/955 keyboard:
mutU{ser RS 232 interfaces . Thousnos In use. Free phone suppoft . 2 yeat wattamy
. 8ar code prrntrng softwara available

Details or Ouestions? Call us

Iso3l34+n89
2t9O W ' rrh Ave Eug€n€, OR 97{l

A LEADER IN AAR CODE REAI'ER ENGINEERIAIG

DEWEY
DECIMAL
CLASSIFICATION'

Numbers  You Can Count  On!

Melvil Dewey: The Man and
the Classification. 1983
rsBN o,e1o6o8-34-2 $1 1 00

plus poslage and handling

Contr ibutors:  Keyes D Metcal f ,
David Kaser,  Dee Garr ison,  Francis
Miksa,  Wayne A Wiegand,  John P
Comaromi,  W Boyd Rayward,
Gordon Stevenson

"... hlghly recommended lor any
fibnry wlth more than a mlnlmal
collectlon ln llbnry sclence."

Collego & Res€arch Llbrarleg

"... lhesc essays arc a must;
llbnrlans wlll llnd most ol them
nol only enllghtenlng but atso
qulte readable."

The Llbrary Quarterly

"Excellent amlysls ol a curlous
man; essontlal lor knowlng hlm
and undentandlrry hls work."

Llbra?y Journal

FOREST PRESS
85 Watervl iet Avenue o Albany, NY
12206. U S A. o (518) 489-8549

An lnternational Service to Libraries
and lnformation Centers

SAY GOODBYE
TO GALE.

CntAlOGfnS - find out why libraries
are swi tching to L iv ia press 's LC
Cumulatlve Classlflcatlon Serles. Beats
Gale in every category:

.  PRTCE

. CONVENIENCE

. CURRENCY

. READABILITY

. LOOSELEAF FORMAT

As easy to use as LC's own scheclules -
and always up to clate!

NOW AVAILABLE:
o H.Hl ,  Economics o T,  Technology
' HM-HX, Sociology . BL-BX, Religion

o B-BJ, Philosophy/Psychology

Also on flche for a fraction of the price.

Send orders ancl  inquir ies to:

LIVIA PRESS
967  Ne i l son  S t .

Albany,  CA 94706
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ANd PERIODICALS
CURRENT OR OUT OF PRINT
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Search Serv ice

Bui ld ing Specia l  Col lect ions

ALBERT J. PHIEBIG INC.

Box 352, White Pla ins,  N Y 10602 + 0352

Telephone: (914) 948'0138
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. electrcnic conmunications
irrclurting rnail, intera(tive f()mrs,
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. network support
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THE ANSWER IS AMBASSADOR

O FIRM ORDERS

O CONTINUATIONS' :'J,lili: 
"'*T?.,,

O ON.LINE ORDERING

"serving college and university libraries for over 12 years"

AnnBAssADoR Boox SeRvtcE, lNc.
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Ba'IaSYSTEMSTM is Baker 6r Taylor's newesr generarion
o[ elecronic book ordering services. h's especially
desi5ped to work with exisring computer hardware.
wirh built in flexibiliry that allows you to march rhe
Ievel of service to your libmry's unique needs

Whichever service level you choose, you'll save tlme.
reduce paperv;ork and speed book acquisirions-all
at a lower cost For example:

ORDTR allows you to order book through your per-
sonal compure4 using a modem and regular telephone
lines. Just enrer rh€ ISBNs and the following day you'll
receive elecftonrc confrmation from which you can
prinr order slips AII calls are toll free you also save
the cost and delay o[ postal dellrer;r

Or you on choose SEARCH AND ORDER tn addi-
tion to elecuonic ordenng. this service grves you qurck

East€m Diqsion i0 Krrb) Avenu{ Somenrllr \J 08876 (20t) 722 8000
$uthem Difrsion, Mr Ohlc Road Cornmcrce CA 10:99 (404) ll5 5000

access ro Baker 6t laylor's divese and comprehensive
daubase o[ over 800,000 dde records Ir\ your singfe
source for virrually all the rides published or drsmb-
uted in the United Stares And you ehminate manual
searching and purchase order ryping
Finally. BaTaSYSTEMS ACQUISITIONS offers on-line
access ro our daubase and elecnonic ordenng plus a
complete software package with fund accounring and
full reporring functions
These advanced service technologres are tptcal o[
how Baker 6l Dylor suys in srcp with the omes,
building on our experience to bnng you rhe latest in
library services
BaTaSYSTEMS h's nothlne less than a renaissance in
book acquisitions orrr,rn"rrou"^r*"rroon
wnreorph-onetoday BAKER & TAYLOR
lor more lntomaEon. orccom@nv

Midwstem Difrsion. 501 S Gledtrtus Srrccr ltrm€nce Il- 60951 t8l5) +71 )441
wesrem Dqsion, 180 Fdrson u/al Rcno N\'89564 t70lj 786-6700



No small credit for the modern day distribution of information goes to Mr.
Gutenberig a former gpldsmith who created the frst morable type...with inspin-
tion and infinite attention to detail.

And no small credit goes to today's information rtanager' who provides ac'
cess to the world's knowledge...with equal professionalism and craftsmanship.

When you spend your days makinglthe world an open book, you expect sup
portfrom profasioials who are as meticulous as you are. EBS@ providelthat
iupporq with more than 165,000 titles on file-and professional staff providing
responsive, personal service.

count on EBSCO to respect the inspiration and attention to detail yofi re-
quire in subscription servises. When it comes to serials, we're your open book.

SUR9CRIPTION SERVICES

PO. Box 194i1 Birmingham, Alabama 35201 20t991-1182
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NEW!
ABSTRACTS AND TNDEXING ON TYPESET FICHE'GL-/IDtr

ABffiTS
The wilson. corpanylolv offers high-quarity abstracts for its best-known index,

Heaclers' Guide to Periodlcl! +iterTturc: Combining- abstracts with indexing
on easy-to-read typeset microfiche, Readers' GuideAbstracts makes reseaich

faster, easier, and more efficient than ever before.
QUALITY I]IFORIIATION
IN A OUALTTY PACKAGE
l{igh.Ouality Abstracts
Well-written, accurate abstracts
accompany the entry for each
anrcte Indexed.
Beaders' Guide Inder:nq
The full cross-reference slruiiure
and indexing for each ol the more
than 1 80 periodicals covered in
Readers' Grride are offered in
Re ad ers' Gui d e Abstacts.
Readabalitrl
Readers' Gurde Abstracts retains
the format and tvooqraohv of
Readers' Gurde, usinq bdld lace
and italic type to distin--guish the
components ot each entrv.
Easy to Display and Store
tsacn cumulation is delivered

Retrospective Goverage
Indexinq and abstractino @veraoe
beginning September 19-84 is curiu-
lated with recent material in everv
issue of Volume | (1 986).

MICROFICHE READER
A]{D READER/PRIT{TER
AYAILABLE
As a special offer to Feaders'
Gulde Abstracts subscribers, Wilson
is oflering high-quality Bell+ Howell
microfiche readers and reader/
printers at reduced rates

The Micto Design 895 (48x)
microfiche reader is available to
subscribers at $ l 88, non-sub-
scribers pay $288.

fhe Micto CoW 1 0 (4x1, rcaderl
printer is available to subscribers at
$399; non-subscribers pay $499.

SPECIAL OFFER!
No-Risk ltial Subscription
With your no-risk trial subscription
lo iReaders' Guide Abstracts, you
will be invoiced after the initial
shipment, but payment is not due
for 30 days lf you are not com-
pletely satisfied, simply return the
invoice marked "Cancelled" and
there will be no financial oblioation.
The fiche you have receivedlrior
lo cancellation are yours to keep.

Your subscriotion to Volume I
(1986) of Feade6' Guide AbstacB
brings you eight cumulations
issued approximately every six
weeks, beginning May 1986. Eac+l
cumulation of Volume I contains
retrosDeclive coveraoe beoinnino in
Seolehber 1984. tuiannu-al sub--
scription is priced at $675 U.S. and
Canada, $750 other counlries.
lb Order Gall Toll.Free
r€oG367.6770
In New York State, call
1 -800-462-6060:
in Canada, call collecl
21 2-588-8400

akeady filed in a
Gurrency
Readers'Guide
Absfracts is
updated and
cumulated
eight times
eacn year

display kit

THE
H.W. Wil_-SON
COMPANY
950 UnireEity Avenue

t'lew York 1(X52
(2t2) s88€40O



BooklistBuilds Better
Libraries

Booklisf streamlines the selection process,
with:

-timely reviews of recommended
materials only

-coverageof books, films, videos,
andsoftware

- fu ll bibliographic information
-special features and multimedia

lists on high-interest toPics

Make Booklisf your acquisitions corner'
stone! Twenty-two issues a year are only
$51; $65 in Canada and other countries.

Booklist
Subscription Dept EX8687
American Library Association
50 East Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611



AN ONLINE SYSTEM ESPEGIALLY FOR YOU
Your library can now enjoy the multifold
benefits of a fully integrated system:

o Cataloging o Acquisitions
o Retrieval o Accounting
o Authority Control o Serials Control
o MARC interface o Reports
o Circulation

DATALIB's sophisticated database management
system is fast, flexible, and easy to use. DATALIB
runs on a VAX-l I  minicomputer or MICROVAX
under VMS or on a DG Eclipse mini under
AOS/ VS. Please write or call to learn more about
DATALIB.

(800)843-4850
I n Maryland: (301 )994-9696

CENTEL
Slgma Data Serylces Corporation

A Subsldlary ol
Centel Euslness lntormafion Syslem s, lnc.
1 2730 Twlnbrook parkway
Rockvllle, Maryland 2OBS2




